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INTENT OF THIS CAMPAIGN

These rules completely replace the standard campaign rules found in the Shadow War: Armageddon
rulebook. They borrow heavily from Necromunda and aim to create a similar experience for SWA players.
The changes are all intended to create memorable tales, complete with unexpected setbacks and surprising
gains just as the standard campaign system can do, only with greater variety and detail.
Players should approach these campaign rules as they might approach a roleplaying game. This is simply a
game of ‘let’s pretend’ using toy soldiers and works best when played casually.
The setting for this campaign is the war-torn promethium sprawl of a hive city or other vast settlement, or
perhaps within a space hulk or orbital station with a slowly decaying orbit. Kill teams can become trapped
in a promethium sprawl for weeks, blocked in by rubble or irradiated deadzones until alternate paths can be
cleared. Some teams are sent in for single missions and never return, or only emerge after a long struggle
against rival factions, scarred by their experiences.

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVE

Each kill team’s goal is to capture and hold ground within a portion of the promethium sprawl, taking
control of territories shown on a map that is shared by the players. Winning missions is the most reliable
way to capture territories. Stockpiling promethium is no longer the path to victory, but will be a vital part of
each team’s operations.

Disclaimer: This is a completely unofficial fan-produced wargame rules module and no challenge to the status of official Games
Workshop products or trademarks is being made. Please see the full disclaimer required by Games Workshop for such projects at the
very fine gamesworkshop.com website. Some of the material in this PDF is taken directly from the official Shadow War: Armageddon
rulebook for players’ reference, and some text has been lifted verbatim from various Necromunda and Mordheim products (both
official and fan-produced), and all of these are used without permission but very possibly protected under the terms of Fair Use.

Starting a kill team

Build a kill team worth up to 1000 points following
the standard rules. Any points left over after
creating your team are added to your Team Treasury
in the form of Thrones.

Factions

A handful of factions are poorly suited to the power
level, pattern of progression and setting for this
campaign. Players may not choose to play as Grey
Knights, Harlequin Troupes or Tyranid kill teams.

SPECIALISTS

To stress the vital role played by each of the
Specialist fighters in your kill team, all of your
Specialists must be armed with different primary
weapons (usually the heavy or special weapon in the
model’s hands). Necron kill teams are exempt from
this rule, as their Specialists have only 1 weapon
option.

Team Treasury

You will add to your Team Treasury when you have
unspent points from other sources, where those
points become ‘Thrones’ — precious metal bars
in most cases. You will spend Thrones from your
Team Treasury during the Recruit Fighters and
Rearm Fighters steps (see Rewards of Battle), and in
most other monetary transactions and purchases.
Promethium caches are still traded in some instances
and remain quite valuable, and may be used in
special ways that Thrones cannot.

Call OF THE PROMETHIUM SPRAWL

Disregard this section if this is your first time playing a
campaign under these rules. If you wish to continue
with the same faction used in the previous
campaign, you may add fighters from that kill team
to your new kill team by paying the points for the
grizzled fighter and their equipment, +15 points
for each characteristic advance, +15 points for each
Bionic Augmentation, +15 points for each skill the
fighter has, -15 points for each permanent penalty to
a characteristic as a result of injury. The fighter loses
any unspent experience points from the previous
campaign, and loses any Rare Items and Archeotech
they have acquired, but must bring along everything
else.

gETTING READY FOR YOUR FIRST MISSION

Once you have built your team using your 1000
points, you should prepare your models for play.

MODELS

The models used for your kill team should be
painted, based and finalised. Terrain should be fully
painted and presentable as well.
At the start of the campaign, each fighter in your kill
team should be outfitted on your team roster with
the same weapons that appear in the model’s hands.
Not all of a fighter’s wargear needs to be represented
on its model.
Modeled equipment that is not carried in the model’s
hands, such as grenades, knives, canteens, pouches
and so on can be treated as cosmetic, and does not
have to match your team roster.
As the campaign progresses, these expectations
will be relaxed as your fighters potentially develop
very different sets of gear than what they started
with. However, players should make every attempt
to represent pistols with pistols, rifles with rifles,
swords with swords, and so on. Matching your
models to your roster is always something to strive
for, as WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) is its
own reward. Magnetising your models with various
weapon options or building entire alternate models
for fighters is best.
Before playing a mission, always make it clear to
your opponents where your models and your roster
details differ.

PERSONALISING YOUR FIGHTERS

When you arrive at your first league game, the
campaign organiser will walk you through this step.
You must generate a Personal Trait for each of
your starting kill team fighters (including those
that answered the Call of the Promethium Sprawl),
and for each new fighter you recruit during the
campaign. Roll D6 to check for a Personal Trait.
D6
1

TEAM LEADER PERSONAL TRAITS
Start with 75 xp.

2

Add D2x50 points to your personal budget
for starting wargear, losing any unspent
points.

D6
1

TROOPER PERSONAL TRAITS
Roll for 1 Serious Injury treating any
result that is not a roll of 21-34 as ‘no
effect’. If their Serious Injury results in a
characteristic penalty, the Trooper starts
with 50 xp.

2

Nothing remarkable about this Trooper.

3

Add D2x20 points to your personal budget
for starting wargear, losing any unspent
points.

4

Start with 25 xp.

5-6

You may opt to roll for 1 Fighter Advance,
but if you do you must first roll for 1 Serious
Injury treating any result that is not a roll of
21-34 as ‘no effect’.

D6
1-3

NEW RECRUIT PERSONAL TRAITS
Nothing remarkable about this New Recruit.

3

Roll for 1 Rare Item.

4

Roll for 1 Fighter Advance.

5

Roll for 1 Bionic Augmentation.

6

You may take up to 2 Fighter Advance rolls.
Before you to roll for the second Fighter
Advance, you must first roll for a Serious
Injury, treating any result that is not a roll
of 21-34 as ‘no effect’.

4

Add D3x10 points to your personal budget
for starting wargear, losing any unspent
points.

5

Start with 1 Mission Completed mark.

D6
1-2

SPECIALIST PERSONAL TRAITS
Nothing remarkable about this Specialist.

6

Start with 2 Mission Completed marks.

3

Add D3x20 points to your personal budget
for starting wargear, losing any unspent
points.

4

Start with 50 xp.

5

Roll for 1 Bionic Augmentation.

6

Roll for 1 Fighter Advance.

When a kill team joins the campaign, it starts with
1 free territory on the Sector Map, which will act
as its base of operations and storage facility for any
promethium caches it might attain, and the location
of its Team Treasury. Each kill team’s starting
territory should be selected randomly by rolling
4D6 and referencing the numbered territories on
the map, re-rolling any invalid results or occupied
territories. Also generate 1 attribute for your
starting territory. (See Territories.)

STARTING territory

ORGANISING YOUR CAMPAIGN
LEAGUE SIZE

This campaign can be played with as few as 2 players,
and can accommodate as many as you like. A group
of 4 to 10 players would be ideal.

CAMPAIGN LENGTH

For a campaign between 2 players, missions can
be played at any pace until there are no empty
territories on the Sector Map. (See Territories.)
For a league involving 3 or more players, it is
recommended that a campaign schedule be broken
up into periods each lasting about 2 weeks. Each
player should endeavour to play 5 missions during
each period, but may play fewer games. There may
be a schedule that works better for your league, and
your organiser can modify these playing goals as
appropriate.

SECTOR MAPS

For a small league of 2 to 4 players, print off 1 Sector
Map for campaign use. For a larger group, print 2
Sector Maps.

Ending the campaign

Once your Sector Maps are filled and have no empty
territories, the campaign ends and each kill team’s
score is tallied. A player’s score is determined by
counting the number of borders that are shared
between territories their kill team controls. A
territory is worth 0 Campaign Points if it has no
connections to other territories you control. If you
control 2 neighbouring territories, your Campaign
Points score would be 1. Overall winners can be
determined by these scores, and they can take their
bragging rights to go along with the stories they’ll
tell of their adventures in the Promethium Sprawl.
Your playing group may find that they want to play a
longer campaign once their final Sector Map is filled.
Simply start a fresh map and continue as long as you
wish, or choose a different point at which to stop.
‘To Be Continued...’
Once a campaign concludes, the only thing to do is
start a new one. If you choose to continue with the
same kill team, consider the Call of the Promethium
Sprawl.

MISSION SETUP

To begin a mission, follow these steps.
1

2

3

4
5

D66	two PLAYERS PRESENT
11-12 Ambush

To War!: Determine the mission you will play,
which will be diced randomly using tables
provided below.

13-14

Enter The Arena

15

Frontal Assault

Compare Kill Teams: Calculate the differences
in the number of territories each participating
team holds, and grant re-rolls to any teams that
are behind the leader.

16

Grab The Cache

21-22

Hit And Run

23-24

Interception

25

Power Struggle

26

Promethium Bandits

31

Pure Mayhem

32-33

The Raid

34

Runtherd Round-Up

35-36

Scavengers

41

The Shootout

42

Surprise Attack

43-44

Turf War

45-46

A Typical Patrol

51-56

Rescue: If neither player’s team has had any
of their fighters taken captive, re-roll this
result.

61-66

Roll Off: Both players roll off. The winner
chooses which mission will be played.

Add Special Operatives: Each player has an
opportunity to spend promethium, call in
Favours, and use other abilities to try to secure
the services of Special Operatives.
Muster Forces: Determine which fighters are
healthy and ready to fight.
Start Mission: Read the mission’s introduction
aloud and follow its instructions.

to WAR!

The number of players in attendance will determine
which mission will be played. If more than 3 players
are present, the players should be randomly split
into groups of 2s and 3s.
Each group of players determines the mission they’ll
be playing by rolling on the appropriate table below.
d66	three PLAYERS PRESENT
11-26 Enter The Arena
31-36

Grab The Cache

41-46

Power Struggle

51-53

Pure Mayhem

54-56

Frontal Assault

61-66

Roll Off: The players roll off. The winner
chooses which mission will be played from
the other options on this table.

COMPARE KILL TEAMS

Before each mission, find the difference between the
number of territories held by each participating kill
team. If your team holds fewer territories than the
team with the greatest number of territories, the
difference between your territory totals becomes
the number of Team Re-Rolls you receive for this
mission, up to a maximum of 3 Team Re-Rolls.
Optionally, you may spend any number of your Team
Re-Rolls as Favours when adding Special Operatives.
Team Re-Rolls
A player may expend a Team Re-Roll to re-roll 1 dice
or 1 test involving multiple dice during their turn,
and may not do this more than once per turn. (It is
worth restating that no dice may be re-rolled more
than once with this ability.) You may only spend
these re-rolls for your fighters’ rolls that occur
during the mission — not before and not after. Any
unused Team Re-Rolls are lost when the fighting
stops.
It’s recommended that players save Team Re-Rolls
for very important tests such as bottle tests. Gaining
an entire turn to act is probably more worthwhile
than re-rolling a missed shot.

ADD Special OperativeS

Once the mission is determined, players with at least
1 promethium cache may secretly choose whether
they will attempt to secure the services of Special
Operatives, and reveal their choices simultaneously
(a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ written on scratch paper will
do).
Each player who chose ‘yes’ then spends 1 to 3 of
their promethium caches to receive that number
of Special Operative Request rolls on table below.
Favours may be spent in place of promethium caches
for this purpose.
Each dice result is counted separately. A player may
hire more than 1 Special Operative for a mission, and
may take more than 1 of the same kind of Special
Operative. Each operative is considered to be part of
their kill team (although they do not count toward
the maximum size of the kill team), and shares that
kill team’s special rules. After the mission, all Special
Operatives leave their teams.
D6
1

Special Operative REQUEST
Unanswered: No Special Operative
responds to your request.

2-3

Miscommunication: A Special Operative
responds to your call for assistance, but
perhaps it’s not the help you were hoping
for. Randomly determine the type of Special
Operative from among all of those available
to your kill team faction. You may choose
not to accept this operative into your team,
or may be forced to decline if you do not
have an appropriate model for the Special
Operative.

4-6

Mission Accepted: A Special Operative of
your choice responds, eager to join your
team.

MUSTER FORCES

The players now determine which fighters are
eligible to take part in the upcoming mission and
which are on the injured and captured list.
Note that a new team may not contain more than
50% New Recruits, but it is possible to end up with
more than that through campaigning. You may keep
these greenhorn fighters on your roster. However,
the kill teams that you muster for missions may not
contain more than 50% New Recruits, not counting
any Special Operatives.

If 25% or more of your fighters are ineligible for
deployment because of injury or captivity, your
team takes a much needed break and comes back
refreshed instead — all your fighters that had to miss
their next game are considered to have recovered
and may be deployed. If that still does not bring your
team up to at least 75% of your full roster, randomly
select and release your captive fighters one by one
until you cross this threshold.
Unless the mission description says otherwise,
you must deploy at least 2 of your fighters, but do
not have to deploy them all. Only the fighters that
are deployed on your mission will be eligible for
experience point rewards or Mission Completed
marks at the end of the mission.

TWISTS

Once players have mustered their kill teams
including any Special Operatives, they will
determine the deadly quirks of the missions they are
about to play. Before any terrain or fighters are set
up, each player rolls D66 and finds their result on the
table below.
D66
11

TWIST
Mutiny: The player who rolled this result
must randomly select a fighter (other than
their Team Leader or Special Operative)
from their kill team. The insubordinate
fighter simply refuses to join the battle,
having lost faith in their commander. If the
player chooses, they may replace their Team
Leader with the mutinous fighter for this
mission — if the player chooses this option,
the mutineer permanently gains +1 to their
Toughness characteristic and the actual
Team Leader must miss the battle, perhaps
tied up in their own quarters (but not for
long). After the mission, order is restored
and the mutineer is put back in their place,
the Team Leader having escaped any
bondage with their cunning and whipped
the insurgent into bloody shape once again.

12

Low On Supplies: The player who rolled
this result has burnt through most of
their team’s ammunition without a proper
resupply. This team’s Ammo Rolls are made
with D6 instead of 2D6.

13

Bitter Rivalry: The player who rolled this
result randomly selects a fighter from
their kill team and a fighter from a random
opponent’s kill team. These fighters hate
each other. Make a note of this on your
rosters, as this rivalry is eternal! If the kill
teams involved have a history going back
over some missions or have some members
who would be natural enemies, they may
agree to choose which of the fighters have
developed Hatred for one another, rather
than determining randomly.

14

Lost In The Ruins: The player who rolled
this result must remove a randomly selected
fighter (other than their Team Leader) from
their kill team for this mission. They have
lost their way.

15

Unprepared: In the rush to join the fight,
your kill team’s fighters may have left
behind some of their equipment. After your
fighters are deployed, roll D6 for each one.
On a roll of 1, randomly remove 1 piece of
wargear (other than their knife and basic
armour). Each fighter’s forgotten wargear
will be recovered if the fighter survives the
mission.

16

Fear And Confusion: For each player
that rolls this twist, all fighters add 1 to
Leadership test rolls (including break tests,
fear tests, and so on) for this mission.

21

Hive Rain: A highly acidic condensate is
dripping from the shadowy heights of this
dome. At the start of each player’s turn, roll
a D6 for of their fighters that are standing
and out in the open (that is, not indoors or
under a gantry or awning). On a roll of 1
the fighter is splashed with acid and must
pass a Leadership test or become pinned. If
2 or more players roll this result, the acid
is so corrosive that even fighters that are
deployed under cover must roll.

22

Coolant Leak: A duct carrying super-chilled
fluids has burst, plunging the entire area
to subzero temperatures. Roll a D6 for each
fighter. On a result of 1-2, the fighter is
chilled to the bone and may not use any of
their skills for the duration of the battle. If
2 or more players roll this result, a fighter is
chilled to the bone on a roll of 1-3 instead.

23

24

25

26

Hive Turbulence: The bizarre air patterns
in the hive have conspired to create a patch
of high winds through your battlefield. Any
model on a gantry or connecting walkway,
or on the top level of a structure, must pass
a Strength test at the beginning of each turn
to remaining standing. If the test is failed,
the fighter becomes pinned and may fall if
it is within 1” of a ledge. If 2 or more players
roll this result, the wind force is so intense
that skills cannot be used to modify ranged
attacks.
Lubricant Spill: Roll a dice for any fighter
who attempts to run or charge at ground
level. On a roll of 1, the fighter takes a spill
in the toxic slime and becomes pinned in
place instead, traveling no distance. For
each additional player that rolls this result,
increase the likelihood of slipping on the
oily sludge by 1. For example, if 3 players
roll this result, running or charging fighters
would slip and become pinned on a roll of
1-3 on D6.
Rolling Blackouts: Flickering overhead
lights, sprays of indoor rain from firesprinkler systems, random static discharges,
sudden episodes of pitch darkness and
flaring lanterns hamper the fighters’
visibility even when enhanced by machines.
Optical equipment and targeting aids cannot
be used during this mission. This means
gitfindas, red-dot laser sights, telescopic
sights, photo-visors, mirrorhelms, mining
suit spotlights, omnispexes, markerlights,
and scanning arrays are all out of
commission. If 2 or more players roll this
result, all ranged attacks suffer -1 to hit as
well.
Flooded: The entire area is covered in foulsmelling water and floating debris up to the
fighters’ knees or thereabouts. The ground
level of the play area and any areas below
it are treated as difficult ground (halve
movement rate). If 2 or more players roll
this result, the battlefield is covered in a
foamy sludge that counts as very difficult
ground instead (quarter movement rate).

31

Smog Bank: A blanket of greasy orange hive
fog reduces visibility on the battlefield to
a maximum of 20”. However, models with
their heads more than 4” above ground level
have a clear view of each other.

32

Hive Fog: The combination of heat and
condensation from promethium storage
tanks and pumps sometimes coalesces
into dense indoor fog. Ranged attacks lose
their normal long range bonuses to hit, but
keep any penalties. If 2 or more players roll
this result, all ranged attacks (including
short range shots) lose their normal range
bonuses to hit, but keep any penalties.

33

Stinger Moulds: The battlefield is within
a patch of rare deadly fungi that poses a
severe threat to fighters who fall in it. When
downed, a fighter must pass a Toughness +1
test or go out of action.

34

Gas Pockets: Methane and other volatile
gases formed by rotting organics have
pooled in this area, ready to ignite with a
gunshot — or a simple iron clasp scraping
concrete. Any model within 1” of cover that
shoots and rolls a 1 sets off a gas pocket,
which promptly explodes with the same
effect as a frag grenade centred over the
shooter. Models out in the open will not
trigger gas pockets.

35

Hive Bats: A swarm of bats has been
disturbed by your fighters, who in turn are
being disturbed by the swarm of bats now
swirling through the battlefield. After kill
teams are deployed, each fighter must pass a
Leadership test or become pinned.

36

Long Shadows: Fighters may run and hide
in the same turn. If 2 or more players roll
this result, maximum visibility is 16” as well.

41

Grasping Vines: The battlefield is
overgrown with a thorny carnivorous plant
with surprising strength and reflexes.
Pinned fighters cannot crawl their usual
2” during the movement phase, being
too occupied pulling the vines off of their
clothes and weapons and cursing the
stinging thorns.

42

Toxic Ash: The deep piles of choking dust
in this part of the Promethium Sprawl make
recovering from battlefield injuries all the
more challenging. Any fighters who are
down at the end of the mission go out of
action on a roll of 1-4, rather than 1-3 (see
Rewards of Battle). If 2 or more players roll
this result, any fighters who are down at the
end of the mission go out of action on a roll
of 1-5!

43

Grisly Scene: The battlefield is strewn
with the corpses of another kill team from
your faction. Each of your fighters that
does not have Hatred or Frenzy must pass
a Leadership test. If the test is failed, the
fighter cannot be deployed for this mission.

44

Crumbling Floors: The battlefield is
embrittled by weapons fire and portions of
the floor may collapse any time a fighter
attacks with a heavy weapon, grenades
or other explosives. After each attack
with such a weapon, roll a scatter die and
a D6 to determine the scatter distance
in inches. When attacking with a heavy
weapon, measure the scatter distance
from the shooter. When attacking with a
grenade or other explosive, measure from
the target or the point of the detonation.
Place a small blast template centred over
the point indicated by the scatter dice and
the distance D6. All fighters fully within the
template must pass an Initiative test or get
taken out of action as the weakened floor
swallows them.

45

Roving Gang: During the Special
Deployment stage of your mission, you may
start by placing a hatch at ground level
anywhere on the battlefield at least 12”
from enemy fighters and any Loot counters,
Entrance counters, Promethium Tanks or
other terrain features that play a key part
in the mission.Any fighter that ends its
movement in base contact with the hatch
(and is not in hand-to-hand combat) may
forgo any ranged attacks this turn to open
the hatch and reveal the gang! (See Roving
Gangs.)

46

Turf War: Randomly select an uncontrolled
territory; the winner of this mission will
acquire it. If 2 or more players roll this
result, the territory generates 1 additional
attribute.

51-56

Suddenly Clears: The ventilation fans blow
away the fog, the lamps stop flickering,
someone repairs the burst pipe raining
acid from high above, the circling hive bats
vanish down a tunnel, deadly fungi and the
tendrils of carnivorous plants recoil, and
almost instantly the battlefield becomes
a quite pleasant place to slay one’s mortal
foes. This result cancels out all other
atmospheric twists (results of 21-41).

61

Lightning Strike: You can choose to
voluntarily bottle out at the start of any of
your turns once an enemy fighter has been
taken out of action.

64

Friendly Territory: Your can re-roll Serious
Injury rolls for your kill team members, as
this battle is occurring near territory you
hold.

62

Indomitable: You can subtract 1 from your
bottle test rolls during the mission.

65

63

Vital Mission: The player who wins the
mission gets an additional 50 Thrones to
spend on their Recruit Fighters or Rearm
Fighters step. If 2 or more players roll this
result, the player who wins the mission gets
an additional 100 Thrones instead.

Incoming Transmission: Your kill team
may add a randomly selected Special
Operative if you have the appropriate
model.

66

Helping Hand: Your kill team may add a
Special Operative of your choice.

REWARDS OF BATTLE

5

Promote New Recruits: Add a Mission
Completed mark to each deployed New Recruit
in your kill team who was not taken out of
action. New Recruits may spend 100 xp to gain 1
Mission Completed mark. Any New Recruit who
has 3 Mission Completed marks is promoted to a
Trooper. See Promoting Fighters.

6

Promote Fighter: 1 Trooper who was not
taken out of action may spend 100 xp to gain
a promotion to a Specialist for their faction.
You must still observe the normal limits on the
number of Specialists allowed for your kill team.
See Promoting Fighters.

7

Fighters Advance: Each fighter may spend 100
xp to make 1 Fighter Advance roll.

8

Patrol Territories: Any of your fighters that do
not have to miss their next mission may now be
assigned to territories your kill team controls.
See Territories.

At the end of each mission, all of the participating
players follow these steps together, completing each
step one at a time before moving on to the next.
1

2

Recover Injured Fighters: Players roll a dice
for each fighter that is down at the end of the
mission. On a 4-6 the fighter recovers and
suffers no further ill effects. On a 1-3 the fighter
goes out of action. Players then make a Serious
Injury roll for each fighter who is out of action.
(See Serious Injuries.)
Claim Rewards: Kill teams receive some
compensation after a mission is complete,
regardless of the outcome. If the kill team tied
or lost the mission, it rolls D6 on the Team
Advance table. If it won the mission, it rolls 2D6
on the Team Advance table instead. (See Team
Advances.)
Next, any Loot counters that were scored by
this team are examined. (See Picking Up Loot.)
If this is the second stage of the campaign, the
winning team acquires 1 territory from the
losing team (or a randomly selected losing
team) if the territory neighbours one of their
own. If the losing team has no such territory,
the winning team acquires a new territory
instead.

3

4

Expand Territory: If you did not acquire a
territory from some other means, you may
spend 2 promethium caches to acquire a new
territory, and may generate a new attribute for
any territories you control (even one you just
acquired) at a cost of 1 promethium caches per
attribute. All players who acquired a territory
resolve their acquisitions now, including
resolving which player takes contested
territories, and generating any new attributes.
(See Territories.)
Fighters Reflect Upon Their Experiences:
Some deployed fighters will gain experience
points (xp) for surviving the mission, and
may receive additional xp awards based
on performance. See Team Advances and the
mission’s description for xp rewards.

If your Team Leader has been slain: Choose 1 fighter from
your kill team, other than a New Recruit. This
fighter is promoted to the role of Team Leader.
See Promoting Fighters. If you only have New
Recruits remaining, 1 of them is promoted to
the Team Leader role randomly. Then continue
to resolve the Rewards of Battle by moving on
to step 9.
If your Team Leader was not slain: Continue to resolve
the Rewards of Battle by moving on to step 9.
9

Dismiss Fighters: During this step, you may
dismiss any of your fighters from your team,
with the exception of your Team Leader. You
gain nothing in return for a dismissal; the
fighter leaves the team carrying all of their
wargear. Dismissed fighters cannot return later
or answer the Call of the Promethium Sprawl.

10

Sell Promethium: You may sell as many of
your promethium caches as you like in order
to add Thrones to your Team Treasury. The
standard rate for promethium is 100 Thrones
per cache, but this can be modified by territory
attributes and other assets.

If you lost or tied the mission: You may choose to perform 1 of the following steps, either Step 11 Recruit
Fighters or Step 12 Rearm Fighters.
11

Recruit Fighters: You may add up to D3 new
fighters (any combination of New Recruits,
Troopers, and Specialists) to the kill team,
purchasing them with Thrones from your Team
Treasury. Roll for the Personal Traits of each
new fighter you recruit. (See Personalising Your
Fighters.)

If you won the mission: You may rearm your fighters.
12

Rearm Fighters: You may purchase new
wargear for your fighters, within the usual
limitations set for the fighter’s role. A fighter
cannot buy, use or carry an item of a class that
is not normally available to that fighter’s role.
For example, a Space Marine Scout (Trooper)
cannot be equipped with any heavy weapon, but
may equip any pistol or basic weapon as usual.
During this step, fighters may convert any
amount of their xp into Thrones that can be
spent to purchase their own wargear.
You may also switch equipment between the
fighters in your kill team as you wish, subject to
the normal wargear restrictions determined by
each fighter’s role. Upgraded armour may not
be traded, but may be discarded, and the fighter
recovers their basic armour.
You may discard any equipment that is not
basic equipment (not a knife or basic armour).
Equipment that is not assigned to any fighter is
lost before your next mission (unless you have
a Depot to store them or a Market to sell them
— see Territories).
You may also spend 1 promethium cache to roll
on the Rare Items table. (See Rare Items.)

13

Search For Bionics: After either recruiting or
arming, you have the opportunity to requisition
reparative bionic components for your injured
fighters, or to contact fixers in the underhive
who can locate the parts and surgeons familiar
with the procedures to enhance your soldiers
with augmentative bionics. Considering how
difficult it can sometimes be to locate an
autopistol in the Promethium Sprawl, you
should not be surprised to learn that the search
for bionics is both uncertain and costly.
Locating such technology and medical service
requires a roll of 6 on D6, although you may
spend 1 promethium cache or 100 Thrones
before rolling to increase your chances
significantly, succeeding in your search on a
roll of 2+ instead. If your search succeeds, you
acquire your choice of 1 reparative bionics
treatment necessary to remove the effects of 1
of your fighters’ permanent injuries (any result
of 21-32 on the Serious Injury table), or you
acquire 1 Bionic Augmentation for 1 of your
fighters.
Note that once an injury has been treated with
bionics or other methods, that injury can be
acquired again.

14

Check Promethium Stockpile: Next you must
check on your stockpile of promethium, that
most precious of commodities. It’s volatile
stuff, and kill teams do not have proper
storage facilities at the start of a campaign.
This leaves their stockpiles vulnerable to
spoilage, sabotage, and worst of all spontaneous
combustion!
If your kill team doesn’t control any territories,
it cannot stockpile surplus promethium and
loses any unspent caches. If your kill team
controls any territories and has 1 or more
promethium caches, at this time they must
distribute their caches as they wish. There is no
limit to the number of caches that can be placed
in a single territory, but all surplus caches must
be placed.
Finally, roll a D6 for each of your territories
that contains 2 or more caches. If the roll is less
than the number of caches in that territory,
randomly destroy 1 of that territory’s attributes
and 1 promethium cache. If a territory has no
attributes remaining when a promethium cache
detonates in it, then the territory is slagged and
the entire stockpile in that territory is lost.

15

Check Team Treasury: The last step before
readying yourself for the next mission is to
decide which of your territories will house
your Team Treasury for the time being. If your
kill team doesn’t control any territories, it has
nowhere to store its currency and loses any
unspent Thrones. Your team may not divide
its currency among multiple territories — the
entire amount must be kept in one place.

TEAM ADVANCES

Kill teams never walk away from a mission emptyhanded, although the winners of these encounters
tend to be better off. A Team Advance roll is granted
to kill teams after each mission. If the kill team tied
or lost the mission, it rolls D6 on the Team Advance
table. If it won the mission, it rolls 2D6 on the Team
Advance table instead.
Roll	
1-4

TEAM ADVANCE
Scraped By: Your passable showing
gains you 1 promethium cache and D3x20
Thrones. Assign 25 xp each to up to 4 of
your deployed fighters. Then hoose one:
gain 1 Favour, or generate 1 new attribute
for a territory you control; if all of your
territories have 3 attributes each, you may
acquire 1 new territory instead.

5-8

Acceptable Performance: You job the job
done, more or less. You gain D3 promethium
caches and D3x20 Thrones. Distribute 100
xp to your deployed fighters split any way
you choose. Then generate 1 new attribute
for a territory you control, to a maximum
of 3 attributes. If all of your territories have
3 attributes each, acquire 1 new territory
instead.

9-11

Job Well Done: Your success nets you D2+1
promethium caches and D3x20 Thrones.
Distribute 100 xp to your deployed fighters
split any way you choose. Then acquire 1
random neighbouring territory controlled
by a random opponent. If that opponent has
no territories adjacent to yours, acquire 1
new territory instead.

12

Made It Look Easy: Whether lucky or
good, you come away from this mission
with 3 promethium caches and 60 Thrones.
Distribute 100 xp to your deployed fighters
split any way you choose. Then acquire 1
random neighbouring territory controlled
by a random opponent. If that opponent has
no territories adjacent to yours, acquire 1
new territory instead.

SERIOUS INJURIES

After a mission, roll on the following table for each
of your fighters that is out of action. This is known as
a ‘Serious Injury roll’. If a fighter rolls a debilitating
Serious Injury (a result of 21-32) that would reduce
their characteristic below its usual minimum, treat it
as a Nagging Wound instead, which is a special sort
of injury that can be gained multiple times.
Nagging Wound: Roll a D6 before each mission.
If the roll is equal to or less than the number of
Nagging Wounds the fighter possesses, the fighter
cannot take part in the forthcoming battle.

21

Chest Wound: The fighter’s Toughness is
reduced by 1.

22

Leg Wound: The fighter’s Movement is
reduced by 1.

23

Arm Wound: The fighter’s Strength is
reduced by 1.

24

Head Wound: The fighter is subject to
Frenzy.

25

Blinded In One Eye: The fighter’s Ballistic
Skill is reduced by 1.

26

Partially Deafened: The fighter’s Initiative
is reduced by 1.

D66
11

Serious Injury
Dead: The fighter is killed and all of their
equipment is lost.

12-13

Comatose: The fighter must miss the next
mission.

31

Shell Shock: The fighter’s Leadership is
reduced by 1.

14-16

Captured: The fighter is captured and
perhaps traded around to various parties.
You may either write off this fighter for
dead, or mark on your roster that they have
been captured.

32

Hand Injury: The fighter’s Weapon Skill is
reduced by 1.

33

Horrible Scars: This fighter’s scarred and
distorted features cause Fear (see Fighter
Advances).

34-36

Bitter Enmity: The fighter develops Hatred
for the individual enemy who inflicted this
injury, or 1 other random member of that
kill team that is not already hated.

41-46

Exhausted: The fighter must pass a
Toughness test or miss the next mission.

51-56

Full Recovery: The fighter has been
knocked unconscious or suffers a mildly
incapacitating wound from which they
make a full recovery.

61-66

What Doesn’t Kill You Makes You
Stronger: The fighter makes a Fighter
Advance roll — unless they are a New
Recruit, in which case they gain a Mission
Completed mark.

Alternatively, you may negotiate with the
player whose kill team put this fighter out
of action. You may offer that player any
number of your territories and promethium
caches to secure the release of this captive,
as long at least 1 territory or promethium
cache is exchanged. If no deal can be
reached, the fighter remains in captivity and
can only be recovered by playing the Rescue
mission later.

FIGHTER Advances

Roll on the following table for any fighter that gains
an advance. This is known as a ‘Fighter Advance roll’.
Re-roll any result that only duplicates something
else you already possess, or if you fail to meet
the listed prerequisites. No characteristic may be
increased beyond 1 point higher than its starting
value, not counting any injuries. For example, a
fighter with Ballistic Skill 3 can never increase this
characteristic above 4.
D66
11

FIGHTER ADVANCE
Choose one: +1 Move, or +1 Weapon Skill,
or +1 Attacks.

12

Choose one: +1 Move, or +1 Strength,
or +1 Leadership.

13

Choose one: +1 Move, or +1 Toughness,
or +1 Initiative.

14

Choose one: +1 Move, or +1 Wounds,
or +1 Attacks.

31

Skill: Berserk Charge. Your combat
modifier for charging is +2 rather than +1.

32

Skill: Burly. Prerequisite: Armed with 1 or
2 hand-to-hand combat weapons (other than
knives). When attacking with 2 hand-to-hand
combat weapons, you do gain the extra
attack even if you are equipped with a basic,
special or heavy weapon as well.

33

Skill: Catfall. If you fall, take an Initiative
test. If the test is passed, then you suffer no
damage from the fall, though you will still be
pinned. You may also jump down distances
of greater than 3” without falling, as long as
you have sufficient movement.

34

Skill: Combat Master. If you are attacked
by multiple opponents in hand-to-hand
combat, enemy fighters do not gain the
multiple combat bonuses to their Attacks
and Combat Score.

35

Skill: Crushing Blow. Prerequisite: Armed
with a hand-to-hand combat weapon (other
than a knife). When attacking in hand-tohand combat, your Armour Save Modifier is
improved by 1. For example, if your Armour
Save Modifier is normally -1, it would be
improved to -2.

15

Choose one: +1 Weapon Skill,
or +1 Ballistic Skill, or +1 Strength.

16

Choose one: +1 Weapon Skill,
or +1 Toughness, or +1 Wounds.

21

Choose one: +1 Weapon Skill,
or +1 Initiative, or +1 Attacks.

36

Skill: Dive. You can run and hide in the
same turn.

22

Choose one: +1 Ballistic Skill, or +1 Strength,
or +1 Toughness.

41

23

Choose one: +1 Ballistic Skill, or +1 Wounds,
or +1 Leadership.

Skill: Dodge. When defending from a
ranged attack, improve your armour save
roll by 1. If you have no armour, you gain a
6+ armour save from ranged attacks.

24

Choose one: +1 Ballistic Skill, +1 Initiative,
or +1 Attacks.

42

25

Choose one: +1 Strength, +1 Leadership.
or +1 Wounds.

Skill: Evade. You duck and weave as you
move, making you very hard to hit. When
you are in the open and not benefiting from
cover, enemies shooting at you from short
range suffer a -2 to hit modifier, and from
long range suffer a -1 to hit modifier.

26

Choose one: or +1 Toughness,
or +1 Initiative, or +1 Leadership.

43

Skill: Fast Shot. Prerequisite: Armed with a
pistol or basic weapon. When attacking with
a pistol or basic weapon that does not use a
template, your attack gains Sustained Fire: 1
dice.

44

Skill: Gunfighter. Prerequisite: Armed with
1 or 2 pistols. You can use 2 pistols at once,
gaining 1 extra ranged attack following
the usual rules. You can only use this extra
attack when armed with a pistol in both
hands.

45

Skill: Hip Shooting. Prerequisite: Armed
with a non-heavy ranged weapon. You may
run and shoot with a non-heavy weapon,
suffering a -1 penalty to hit.

46

Skill: Hurl Opponent. Prerequisite: Strength
3+. If you win in hand-to-hand combat, you
may use this ability instead of hitting the
target. Take a Strength test, and if the test
is passed then the opponent is thrown D6”
horizontally or down in the direction of
your choice. The hurled fighter is unharmed
but pinned, unless they are thrown down
a drop, in which case they suffer falling
damage. They can also be hurled at an
enemy fighter, in which case they will stop
when they collide with the target, and both
fighters will be pinned.

51

Skill: Impetuous: When you make a followup move, you can move up to 4” instead of
2”.

52

Skill: Infiltration. You have a special
deployment ability that can be used on some
missions. When you infilitrate, you may
make 2 free run moves. You may only run,
and may not end your movement within
8” of an enemy fighter, nor take any other
action.

53

Skill: Iron Jaw. Prerequisite: Toughness 3+.
When you are wounded in hand-to-hand
combat, take a test of Toughness -1. If the
test is passed, ignore the wound.

54

Skill: Iron Will. You can re-roll any failed
Leadership test.

55

Skill: Jump Back. Prerequisite: Armed
with hand-to-hand combat weapon (other
than a knife). At the startof any hand-tohand combat phase, you may attempt to
disengage from combat by jumping back.
You must take an Initiative test. If the test
is passed, you may immediately jump back
2”, leaving any hand-to-hand opponents
behind. If the test is failed the you must
remain and continue to fight as normal.

56

Skill: Marksman. Prerequisite: Armed with
a non-template ranged weapon. Once per turn,
you may re-roll a failed ranged attack, even
while on overwatch.

61

Skill: Great Leap. When you jump across a
gap, you jump 3+D3” rather than D6”. You
can use the full distance rolled, even if you
do not have sufficient movement remaining.

62

Skill: Nerves of Steel. You can always test
to recover from pinning early, even if there
are no friendly fighters within 2”. If you
already had this ability, re-roll for a different
Fighter Advance.

63

Skill: Sprint. You may add up to 4” to your
travel distance when running.

64

Skill: Step Aside. When defending in handto-hand combat, improve your armour save
roll by 1. If you have no armour, you gain a
6+ armour save in hand-to-hand combat.

65

Skill: True Grit. When you make an Injury
roll in the recovery phase, subtract 1 from
the roll, to a minimum of 1.

66

Choose one: Add 1 to any characteristic,
or add any skill of your choice from this list.

PROMOTING FIGHTERS

There are 2 ways fighters may be promoted: players
have the option to promote a Trooper to a Specialist
during the Promote Fighters step, and if a kill team’s
leader is slain the one of their remaining fighters
must be promoted to fill that role.
When a fighter is promoted to a new role, it loses its
previous role and title. It keeps its characteristics
profile, and all skills and injuries it has accrued until
then. A promoted fighter adopts all the other facets
of their new role, limiting itself to its new wargear
options.
At the time of promotion, the fighter keeps any of
their wargear that is permitted for the new role, and
may keep any special gear that was acquired as loot.
All other equipment that normally cannot be used by
the fighter’s new role must be removed and replaced
with approved wargear having a total value equal to
or lower than the total value of the items that had to
be removed. Any unspent points are added to your
Team Treasury in the form of Thrones.

CHARACTERISTICS CHANGES

Fighters can gain or lose values from their
characteristics.
Maximum Characteristics Value
A characteristic cannot be raised by more than 1
point above its default value for the fighter’s role
(New Recruit, Trooper, Specialist, Team Leader).
A fighter may take the same advance multiple times
as long as they do not exceed their maximum value.
If a fighter is promoted to a new role in which its
current characteristic value would violate the role’s
usual maximum, treat that characteristic’s current
value as its maximum.
Minimum Characteristics Value
A characteristic can be reduced by more than 1 point
below its default value temporarily by Flesh Wounds.
A characteristic cannot be reduced by more than
1 point as a result of a Serious Injury. If a Serious
Injury roll would further reduce a characteristic
below its minimum, it becomes a Nagging Wound
instead.
Reparative bionics completely cancel the effects of
specific Serious Injuries (results of 21-32), but do
not get rid of Nagging Wounds. Once a debilitating
Serious Injury has been repaired, it can be acquired
again.
If a fighter is promoted to a new role in which their
current characteristic value would violate the role’s
minimum, treat that characteristic’s current value as
its minimum.

Common Items

To generate a random Common Item, roll D66 for the
item’s class, followed by further D66 roll to generate
the specific item.
D66
11

Common Item
Rare Item: Roll once on the Rare Items table.

12-15

Common Pistols
11-22 Auto pistol (15 Thrones)
23-24 Bolt pistol (25 Thrones)
25-36 Laspistol (15 Thrones)
41-43 Plasma pistol (50 Thrones)
44-66 Slugga (10 Thrones)

16-26

Common Basic Weapons
11-23 Autogun (20 Thrones)
24-26 Boltgun (35 Thrones)
31-33 Kombi-shoota (40 Thrones)
34-36 Kombi-shoota skorcha (50 Thrones)
41-46 Lasgun (25 Thrones)
51-56 Shoota (25 Thrones)
61-66 Shotgun (20 Thrones)

Common Heavy Weapons
11-16 Autocannon (150 Thrones)
21-26 Big shoota (150 Thrones)
31-36 Heavy bolter (180 Thrones)
41-56 Heavy stubber (120 Thrones)
		
Missile launcher...
61-63		
...with frag (175 Thrones)
64-65		
...with krak (190 Thrones)
66		
...with both (225 Thrones)

31-32

Common Special Weapons
11-16 Flamer (40 Thrones)
		
Grenade launcher...
21-23		
...with frag (85 Thrones)
24-25		
...with krak (100 Thrones)
26		
...with both (125 Thrones)
31-36 Heavy flamer (100 Thrones)
41-46 Meltagun (95 Thrones)
51-56 Plasma gun (80 Thrones)
61-66 Rokkit launcha (130 Thrones)

33-34

35-44

Common Hand-to-Hand Weapons
11-16 Big choppa (15 Thrones)
21-36 Bludgeon (15 Thrones)
41-43 Buzz-choppa (15 Thrones)
44-46 Chainsword (25 Thrones)
51-56 Choppa (10 Thrones)
61-63 Massive Hand Weapon (15 Thrones)
64-66 Sword (15 Thrones)

45-51

Common Grenades
11-26 Frag grenades (25 Thrones)
31-36 Krak grenades (40 Thrones)
41-66 Stikkbombs (25 Thrones)

52-56

Common Miscellaneous Equipment
11-36 Camo gear (5 Thrones)
41-66 Clip harness (10 Thrones)

61-66

Common Ammunition
11-16 Hotshot laser power pack (15 Thr.)
21-26 Toxic rounds (20 Thrones)
31-66 Weapon reload (half of weapon cost)

NEW COMMON ITEMS

The following items do not appear in Shadow War:
Armageddon. These are found in the Necromunda
Community Edition and are reprinted here for
convenience.
Bludgeon
This covers a broad category of hand weapons,
including heavy tools, chains, maces, hammers,
picks, shovels, and so on.
Range
Close Combat

Strength
User +1

Damage Save Mod.
1

-

Massive Hand Weapon
A few unhinged individuals prefer to fight with a
massive sword, club, metal bar, axe, hammer or
some other unlikely implement. A massive weapon
is hard to swing because of its weight, but when it
strikes an enemy it will cut him in two or crush him
to a pulp.
Range
Close Combat

Strength
User +2

Damage Save Mod.
1

-

Two-handed: It requires 2 hands to swing
a massive weapon so it can never be used
together with another weapon.
Mighty Blow: If the fighter charged into
combat that turn then the opponent rolls 1 less
attack dice for the duration of the turn (to a
minimum of 1).
Ponderous: If the combat ends in a draw then
the fighter’s Initiative is halved when working
out which fighter wins.

REVISED ITEMS

The following equipment rules amend and expand
the standard rules.
Weapon Reload
When an Ammo Roll is failed, you may spend 1 of
that weapon’s reloads to pass the Ammo Roll instead.
The weapon reload is removed in the process, and
will not be replenished between missions. You may
carry any number of weapon reloads per weapon, at
the usual cost (half the weapon’s cost).

Rare Items

During the Rearm Fighters step, you may spend a
promethium cache to look for Rare Items, rolling D66
on the table below. Any fighter can be equipped with
Rare Items you discover, as long as the item class is
one that is normally allowed for the fighter’s role.

55

Choose one: Phosphor blast pistol, taser
goad, or Tau pulse rifle.

56

Choose one: Arc maul, galvanic rifle, or Tau
pulse pistol.

61

Choose one: Grenadier gauntlet, plasma
caliver, or Tau rail rifle.

62

Choose one: Power maul, Tau ion rifle, or
webber.

D66
11-16

Rare Item
Roll once on the Archeotech table.

21-35

You find a stash of D3 weapon reloads.

36

Choose one: Brute shield, killsaw, or
shuriken pistol.

63

Choose one: Ripper gun, sniper rifle, or
Vespid neutron blaster.

41

Choose one: Hand flamer, lightning claw, or
power axe.

64

Choose one: Arc rifle, Tau markerlight, or
thunder hammer.

42

Choose one: Bio-booster, photo-visor,
screamers, or stummers.

65

Choose one: Omnispex, servo arm, or power
sword.

43

Choose one: Power fist / power klaw,
silencer, or slab shield.

66

Choose one: Enhanced data tether, Necron
phase shifter, or Necron shadowloom.

44

Choose one: Arc pistol, fusion pistol, or
shuriken catapult.

NEW Rare ItemS

45

Choose one: Needle pistol, infra-red goggles,
or radium carbine.

46

Choose one: Suspensor, Tau pulse carbine,
or web pistol.

51

Choose one: Demolition charge, melta bomb,
or medi-pack.

52

Choose one: Blasting charges, bio-scanner,
or D3 weapon reloads.

53

Choose one: Grav chute, photon grenades, or
splinter pistol.

54

Choose one: Plasma grenades, radium pistol,
or stubcarbine.

The following items do not appear in Shadow War:
Armageddon. These are found in the Necromunda
Community Edition and are reprinted here for
convenience.
Bio-Booster
If a fighter wearing a bio-booster is required to roll
on the injury chart during his recovery phase then a
roll of 1-4 counts as a flesh wound. This only applies
to the fighter’s first Injury roll during his recovery
phase – not subsequent Injury rolls. If a fighter
recovers and is then injured for a second time his
bio-booster will have no further effect as it has been
discharged.
Bio-Scanner
A bio-scanner is used in one of two ways. If the
fighter is a sentry in a scenario, then there’s a
chance he may spot any intruders on the bioscanner. If at the end of the sentry’s turn there are
any enemy models within 16” of him then he will
sound the alarm on a roll of 4+. Otherwise, a fighter
equipped with a bio-scanner will automatically spot
any hidden enemies within 16”.

Grav Chute
A fighter wearing a grav chute takes no damage from
falling. He can also use it to jump down from ledges
of any height as long as he has enough movement to
cover the fall.
Infra-Red Goggles
A fighter wearing infra-red goggles can spot a
hidden enemy at triple the normal distance – that
is, Initiative x 3. However, the enemy model must be
within the fighter’s forward 90° arc of sight. Sentries
wearing goggles will also spot fighters in cover just
as if they were in the open. In addition, any fighters
wearing goggles are immune to the effects of smoke
clouds.
Medi-Pack
A fighter who carries a medi-pack can use it upon a
friend who is down and in base contact. The fighter
must move base-to-base, not run, and then spend the
rest of the turn attending to his comrade. He cannot
shoot, fight hand-to-hand or do anything else. At the
end of the turn in the recovery phase an Injury roll
is made for the down model as normal except that
a score of 1-4 recovers the injured fighter to flesh
wound, a 5 is down, and a 6 is out of action.
Note that a fighter cannot use a medi-pack on
himself, nor may another individual use the
medi-pack once its owner is injured or otherwise
incapacitated.
Screamers
Screamers can only be used for 1 mission after which
they are expended. Screamers can be deployed in
scenarios where the defenders are initially unaware
of the intruders. If any intruder models move in
their movement phase then roll a D6 for each model
that moved. On a roll of a 6 one of the intruders steps
on a screamer and sets off the alarm.
Screamers are not carried by any particular model.
Silencer
A silencer damps out the sound of weapons fire as
well as any tell-tale muzzle flash. An autopistol or
autogun can be fitted with a silencer, making it a
Silent weapon.

Stummers
Stummers can only be used for 1 game after which
they are expended. If a kill team has stummers they
can be used in scenarios where the defenders are
initially unaware of the intruders. If the intruding
kill team has stummers then reduce all chances
of setting off the alarm when rolling dice by -1. If
any attackers shoot or use a noisy weapon then
the Strength of the weapon is also halved for
purposes of setting off the alarm. Note stummers
nullify screamers completely and the choice to use
stummers is taken after your opponent decides
whether or not to use screamers. Stummers are not
carried by any particular model.
Suspensor
Any heavy weapon can be fitted with a suspensor.
A heavy weapon fitted with a suspensor ignores the
normal move or fire restriction allowing the model
to both move and shoot in the same turn, just like a
normal gun. However, if the model both moves and
shoots then he suffers a -1 to hit penalty when firing
the heavy weapon.
Vespid Neutron Blaster
This is a unique and potent weapon based on Tau
technology.
— Range —
Short

Long

0-9”

9-18”

— To Hit —
Short Long
-

-

Str.

Dam.

Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

5

1

-2

8+

BIONICS

23-24

Bionic Arm (Power Grip): This fighter
gains +2 Initiative when testing to fall.

25-31

Bionic Vitals (Synthetics): Bionic
replacements of vital organs provide this
warrior with +1 Toughness.

32-33

Bionic Vitals (Filters): This fighter’s bionic
lungs and liver enhancements grant them
immunity to the effects of toxic rounds,
poisons, gas weapons, mild radiation and
similar. This fighter is not affected by the
Toxic Ash twist.

Augmentative bionics cannot be removed once
implanted, but may be acquired multiple times if
there are multiple variations listed.

34-36

Bionic Eye (Piercer): This robotic eye
counts as both a photo-visor and infra-red
goggles.

Bionics have no cost other than the promethium
cache required to search for them. Bionics cannot be
purchased using Thrones or personal xp.

41-43

Bionic Eye (Rangefinder): This fighter
gains +1 Ballistic Skill.

44-46

Bionic Leg (Combat Upgrade): These
robotic legs add +1 Attacks.

51-53

Bionic Leg (Speed Upgrade): The fighter
gains a +1 Move characteristic bonus.

54-56

Dermal Armour: This bionic implant
provides a 4+ armour save.

61-62

Lobo-chip: This fighter is immune to the
effects of Hatred and Frenzy, and does not
take break tests. The side effects of this chip
include slower reaction speed, reducing the
fighter’s Initiative by 1.

63-64

Metabolis Plugs: These bionic implants
inject endorphins, regulate body rhythms
and improve immune system responses,
providing +1 Wounds.

65-66

Skull Chip: This fighter may re-roll failed
Initiative tests. If the re-roll does not
succeed, this ability is deactivated for the
rest of the mission.

Bionic components come in two basic forms:
reparative and augmentative.
Reparative bionics remove the penalties from a
permanent injury, while augmentative bionics add
some new ability.
Reparative bionics erase a -1 characteristic penalty
from a debilitating Serious Injury the fighter is
suffering. Reparative bionics can be acquired
multiple times if appropriate.

BIONIC AUGMENTATIONS

When acquiring a Bionic Augmentation, roll for D3
different options from the list below and choose one.
D66
11-12

13-15

16-22

BIONIC AUGMENTATIONS
Berserker Chip: Once per game, a fighter
implanted with a berserker chip can activate
it at the start of any of its turns. If the chip is
activated then the model gains a +2 bonus to
its Movement and Strength characteristics
and follows the rules for Frenzy. The effects
of the chip last until the start of the fighter’s
following turn. However, once the effects
wear off the model’s Initiative is reduced to
1 for the remainder of the mission.
Bionic Arm (Combat Upgrade): The cyborg
warrior equipped with this type of bionic
arm gains a +1 Weapon Skill characteristic
bonus.
Bionic Arm (Industrial Strength): This
fighter gains +2 Strength in hand-to-hand
combat.

archeotech

Very rarely, a kill team will have an opportunity
to procure some useful relic. Roll D66 on the table
below and apply the result. (Most of the following
is adapted from the Necromunda supplement Rare
Archeotech by Anthony Case.)

31-32

Digiblaster: This miniature laser weapon is
worn on the finger like a ring. The fighter
wearing the digiblaster may use this to gain
1 Attack die in hand-to-hand combat.

33-34

Displacer: If the bearer of this device
remains stationary during their movement
phase, it may forgo any ranged attacks this
turn to activate the displacer. Roll 2D6 to
determine the distance in inches that the
fighter is transported. The fighter must
travel the full distance, but may travel
in any direction, including through solid
terrain or into the air. Note if the fighter
rematerialises above the ground then it
will follow the usual rules for falling. The
operator may use this device to charge an
opponent if it rematerialises in base contact
with an enemy fighter, but may not charge a
hidden fighter.

35-36

Frost Blade: Endowed with a powerful
disrupter generator, this massive weapon
unleashes a huge crackling discharge upon
impact.

D66	archeotech
11
Accursed Thing: You discover a metal
trinket, too heavy and simple to be of any
practical use, but enchanting in a way that
ultimately corrupts. Assign this device to 1
of your fighters. At the end of each mission,
this fighter must discard 1 piece of wargear,
and may not acquire any others, keeping
only the accursed thing until that is the only
item the fighter owns. And then it kills the
fighter.
12-16

21-22

Valuable Technology: You aren’t sure what
it does, but you gain D6x10 Thrones from
selling it.
Bane Braces: This device can be activated
or deactivated at the start of each of
the fighter’s turns. Whilst activated,
the fighter’s Strength and Toughness
characteristics are doubled, to a maximum
of 10. During the fighter’s recovery phase,
roll D6 if the bane braces are activated. On a
roll of 1, the fighter is suddenly enveloped
in a glittering purple rift in reality and
disappears forever into the unthinkably
torturous realms of the Warp.

23-24

Chameleon Synskin: All ranged attacks
made against the wearer suffer a -1 tohit penalty at short range and a -2 to-hit
penalty at long range. A fighter may not
wear any type of armour when also wearing
the chameleon synskin.

25-26

Prolectro Scope: This is a gunsight that
may fitted to a basic weapon. If the fighter
remains stationary during its movement
phase, it gains +1 to hit and ignores any
visibility penalties from smoke, mist and
fog, clouds, and darkness.

Range

Strength

Close Combat

6

Damage Save Mod.
1

-3

Parry: The frost blade confers a parry.
Special: A frost blade requires 2 hands to
wield in hand-to-hand combat.
41-42

Futurity Crystal: The fighter equipped with
this artefact may roll D66 on the Serious
Injury table at the start of a mission, before
choosing whether to deploy. At the end
of the mission, if the fighter does indeed
require a Serious Injury roll, they will use
the result predicted by the futurity crystal
instead.

43-44

Silence Shroud: The fighter who bears this
sound-dampening device can activate or
deactivate it at the start of its turn. When
activated, the fighter and any of their Noisy
equipment cannot be heard, and the sounds
of their attacks will not raise an alarm. Their
weapons are considered to be Silent.

45-46

Greater Daemonic Sword: The spirit of a
spiteful creature from the vast Immaterium
is enslaved within this sword.

Range

Strength

Close Combat

User +3

55-56

Invisibility Circlet: Once per mission,
the fighter equipped with this device may
activate its invisibility field. Until the
start of the fighter’s next turn, it cannot
be seen by other fighters! It is ignored for
the purposes of choosing a target from
any ranged attacks and cannot be charged.
Additionally, any opponents in hand-tohand combat with the invisible fighter count
as having Weapon Skill 1.

61-62

Resurrector Capsule: This piece of
technology is so large that it acts as its own
territory attribute — add it to a territory
you control (or roll for a different result
if you have no territories, or no room for
additional attributes). If you assign a fighter
to patrol this territory, you may attempt
to restore life to 1 of your fighters that
was killed during the previous mission by
rolling a D6. On a roll of 3+, the fighter is
resurrected! However, they lose 1 random
skill and suffer a permanent -1 penalty to
both Initiative and Leadership.

63-64

Shade Armour: A fighter wearing shade
armour receives a 4+ armour saving throw,
and any ranged attacks made against the
wearer suffer a -1 to-hit penalty. This
armour is lost at the end of the campaign,
and the fighter equipped with it is assigned
the standard armour for its role again if it
answers the Call of the Promethium Sprawl.

65-66

Shard Rifle: This mysterious weapon
produces a virtually endless ammunition
supply by sucking in various vapours
from the surrounding atmosphere and
crystallising them into hardened shards.

Damage Save Mod.
1

-

Parry: This wretched sword confers a parry.
Special: A frost blade requires 2 hands
to wield in hand-to-hand combat. If the
wielder loses a round of hand-to-hand
combat or fails to inflict any wounds on his
opponent, the angered bound daemon will
automatically inflict a single D6 Strength
hit against the wielder with no armour or
invulnerable save allowed.
Ponderous: If the combat ends in a draw
then the model’s Initiative is halved when
working out which fighter wins.
51-52

Graviton Gun: With unfathomable
technologies this weapon alters the
gravimetric field on objects bending it to the
will of the user. The graviton gun is classed
as a Special Weapon.

— Range —
Short
0-8”

— To Hit —

Long Short
8-16”

-

Long

Str.

Dam.

Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

-1

-

-

-

7+

Special: Any fighter hit by this weapon isn’t
damaged by the attack but is still pinned.
In the fighter’s recovery phase, the player
must pass a Strength test or remain pinned.
53-54

Holo Field: This device generates two
apparitions of the fighter that appear a
short distance away from where it really
is. Once per mission, the holo field can be
activated at the start of the bearer’s turn,
and will last until the start of their next
turn. While the holo field is active, the
fighter improves their armour save rolls by
2. If the fighter has no armour, they gain a
5+ armour save.

— Range —
Short
0-8”

— To Hit —

Long Short
8-16”

+2

Long

Str.

Dam.

Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

+1

3

1

-

3+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

Territories

The boundaries of the kill teams’ territories might
shift many times over the course of a campaign.

THE Sector Map

The campaign organiser must provide 1 or more
Sector Maps for the players to share and mark as the
campaign progresses, being a rough representation
of the region of the Promethium Sprawl the kill
teams happen to be fighting over. There are 6
variations of the Sector Map included in this PDF.
Players can choose to play on any version they
prefer. Our suggestion would be to randomise which
version of the map is used each time you need a
fresh one.
When a territory is acquired by a player, mark the
territory on the map indicating which kill team
owns it. If it is a new territory, generate 1 attribute
for that territory using the table below, and mark
down those territory attributes on the map as well,
since these will remain with the territory even if it
changes hands to another kill team later.

SLAGGED Territories

Slagged territories cannot be acquired by any kill
team, being enormous pits or craters with jagged
walls, or so thoroughly choked with debris as to
be impassable. They serve no purpose but to act as
forbidden zones on the Sector Map.

Patrolling Territories

To gain the benefits of a territory you control, you
usually have to assign 1 of your fighters to patrol
it between missions. New Recruits cannot patrol
sectors, but all other fighter roles can.
A single fighter can patrol an entire territory,
including all of its attributes — you gain the benefits
of each of them that you wish. Normally you may not
assign more than 1 fighter to patrol a given territory,
but some territories always confer some benefits
and do not need to have a fighter assigned to patrol
them.
Fighters that are injured and must miss their next
mission cannot be assigned to patrol a territory.
Some territories, such as those containing a Fissure,
have negative consequences if you don’t patrol them.

ACQUIRING A NEW Territory

A kill team may collect any number of territories of
any type, but may not acquire more than 1 territory
at the end of any mission.
If another player loses territory to you, the territory
is simply transferred over, including any attributes,
promethium caches and the Thrones from their
Team Treasury if it is housed there. Any fighters that
were assigned to the sector are unaffected.
Often it will be necessary to generate a new
territory, such as when you ‘acquire 1 territory’ or
‘acquire 1 new territory’. In these cases you may
claim an empty territory neighbouring to one you
already control. If there are no empty territories
neighbouring to your own, or if you do not own any
territory yet, claim any empty territory. If there
are no empty territories, expand to an entirely
fresh Sector Map (a new level) and claim 1 of its
territories. Generate 1 attribute for your new
territory using the table below.
During the Expand Territory step after each battle,
a kill team that did not acquire a territory in some
other way may simply pay 2 of its promethium
caches to acquire 1 new territory.
Contested Territories
While resolving the Rewards of Battle at the end
of a mission, 2 or more players may acquire new
territories at the same time and may have the
opportunity to expand into the same territory. When
the control of a territory is contested like this, the
winner of the mission acquires it and the remaining
players may then make another choice.
If the players contending for the same territory
were tied at the end of the mission — or in a league
where 2 or more missions were completed at roughly
the same time and players from multiple tables are
contending for the same territories on a shared
Sector Map — they roll off and the high scorer
chooses first.

DETERMINE Territory ATTRIBUTES

During the Expand Territory step of the Rewards
of Battle, you may generate a new attribute for a
territory you control by spending 1 promethium
cache per attribute. You also generate 1 attribute
when a new territory is acquired. Roll D66 on the
table below to determine a new attribute.

21-22

Comms Centre: This is a transmitter that
can be used to improve communications
with your support units. If you assign a
fighter to patrol this area, you gain 1 Favour.
(See Add Special Operatives.)

23-24

Depot: You have a proper storage and
cargo-transferring zone. If you assign a
fighter to patrol this area, you gain D3x10
Thrones. The Depot is also a secure location
to stash your surplus gear, which normally
would be lost if not assigned to a fighter
during a mission. You do not have to assign
a fighter to patrol this territory in order to
gain this benefit.

25-31

Drop Point: Your territory contains a
resupply point, the best way to deliver war
materiel into the Promethium Sprawl. If you
assign a fighter to patrol this area, you may
purchase D3 random Common Items during
the Rearm Fighters step.

32

Fissure: This area is dangerously unstable,
ready to collapse. If you do not assign a
fighter to patrol this territory, the territory
falls to complete ruin — mark it as ‘Slagged’
on the Sector Map. If you do this, you
lose control of that territory, but gain 1
promethium cache by selling valuable scrap
and scavengers’ rights.

33-34

Infirmary: Your territory contains a wellstocked clinic, or perhaps just a suitable
operating theatre for your mad genius of an
apothecary. If you assign a fighter to patrol
this territory, you can re-roll the Serious
Injury result for 1 of your fighters.

35

Market: The shell-shocked locals in this
territory have a relatively safe place to
trade goods. If you assign a fighter to patrol
this territory, you gain D3x10 Thrones by
imposing taxes and tolls on the traders, or
you may purchase 1 random Common Item
(choose one option before rolling further).

A territory may not have more than 2 attributes, and
may not have 2 of the same attribute.
D66
11-12

13-14

15

16

Territory ATTRIBUTE
Ammo Bunker: You have a fortified bunker
full of surplus ammo. If you assign a fighter
to patrol this territory, you gain 1 free
weapon reload for any of your fighters’
weapons.
Arms Trader: There is a gun-running
operation in your territory. If you assign a
fighter to patrol this territory, you can sell
any piece of your standard kill team wargear
that is not basic equipment (knife and basic
armour), or sell any Common Item, or any
Rare Item that has a known points value,
for half of its original value (rounding up as
usual).
Armoury: You have a well-stocked
armoury. If you assign a fighter to patrol
this territory, they may return a piece of
their standard wargear and replace it with
another during the Rearm Fighters step.
This fighter may trade up for a more costly
item by paying the difference, whether from
the Team Treasury or by converting their
own xp into Thrones.
Chemical Pits: Pools of highly toxic sludge
bubble away, and valuable chemicals can
sometimes be harvested from them, but
not without peril. If you assign a fighter to
patrol this territory, roll D6. On a roll of 4+,
you gain D3x20 Thrones. A roll of 2-3 yields
nothing. On a roll of 1, the fighter takes a
spill into a chemical pit and emerges with
Horrible Scars just as described on the
Serious Injuries table (result 33).

36-42

43-44

45-46

51-52

Mineral Outcrops: Your territory contains
a concentration of valuable sparstones,
adonite crystals, igneous adamantorite,
or one of the many other kinds of mineral
gems that are formed in the Promethium
Sprawl. Local miners and scavengers will be
grateful if you provide protection while they
work. You may assign a fighter to patrol this
territory, roll D6. On a roll of 1, the miners
produce nothing. On a roll of 2-6, you gain
20 Thrones.
Promethium Broker: This agent facilitates
the direct purchase of promethium. If you
assign a fighter to patrol this territory,
you may spend 100 Thrones to gain 1
promethium cache.
Promethium Refinery: This facility can
produce higher grades of promethium,
increasing the value of a cache but also
potentially spoiling it. If you assign a fighter
to patrol this territory, roll D6 for each
promethium cache stockpiled here that you
wish to refine. On a roll of 1, the cache is
ruined! On a roll of 2-5, there’s no change.
On a roll of 6, the cache becomes D2+1
caches instead.
Promethium Tanks: Your territory
contains an ancient but functional
promethium storage facility. If you assign
a fighter to patrol this territory, gain 10
Thrones, and roll 2D6 instead of D6 during
the Check Promethium Stockpile roll.

53-56

Ruins: You may assign a fighter to patrol
this territory, who may piece pick up some
scrap pieces of archeotech, bits of metal, or
interesting old curios. Roll a D6. On a roll of
1, nothing is found. On a roll of 2-5, you gain
D2x10 Thrones. On a roll of 6, roll for 1 free
random Rare Item.

61-62

Scavengers: Your territory is home to a
colony of intrepid scavvies. If you assign
a fighter to patrol this territory, you may
purchase D3 random Common Items during
the Rearm Fighters step.

63-64

Training Area: This dome is mostly a
slagged waste, but makes for a fine obstacle
course that your team can use to practice
its tactics. Each fighter assigned to patrol
this territory rolls a D6. On a result of 1, the
fighter suffers a minor injury in practice and
must miss the next mission. A result of 2-54
has no effect. On a result of 5-6, the fighter
receives 25 xp, or a Mission Completed mark
if it is a New Recruit.

65-66

Tunnels: There’s an entrance to a labyrinth
of ancient service ducts beneath a dome
you control. If you assign a fighter to patrol
this territory, you gain 10 Thrones, and you
gain a special deployment ability that you
can use in your next mission. During the
Special Deployment stage of your mission,
you may start by placing a hatch at ground
level anywhere on the battlefield at least 12”
from enemy fighters and any Loot counters,
Entrance counters, Promethium Tanks or
other terrain features that play a key part in
the mission. Up to D2 of your fighters may
be placed within 2” of this hatch.

ROVING GANGS

When a roving gang appears, it is usually the player
who triggered their arrival that rolls to determine
the type of gang. If the models for the indicated gang
are not available, roll for a different result.
Campaign organisers are encouraged to develop their own
lists of roving gangs based on the models they have to
hand. This collection of gangs is offered as an example.
D6	roving gang
1-2
Runtherd & Gretchin
3-4
Hive Gangers
5
Astra Militarum element; roll again:
		
1-4
Astra Militarum Guardsmen
		
5-6
Ratling Snipers
6
Chaos element; roll again:
		
1-4
Chaos Cultists
		
5-6
Chaos Space Marine
Place the resulting models within 2” of the hatch.
Then roll a D6. On a result of 4+, these fighters
are under your control for the upcoming round.
Otherwise, they are under your opponent’s control.
Roving gangs do not suffer any lasting injuries,
and always return from whence they came once a
mission has concluded.
Changing Allegiances
At the end of each round, a gang’s controller must
roll a D6 on the table below to determine whether it
continues to take orders from its current controller.
On a result of 1, the gang switches its allegiance to a
random opposing player. On a result of 2-6, the gang
remains with its current controller.
Roving Gangs and Bottle Tests
Roving gangs add their numbers to their controller’s
team for the purposes of making bottle tests.

RUNTHERD & GRETCHIN

A Runtherd arrives with D6 Gretchin. Whatever
mission they may have been on, they seem to
gleefully take a detour right into the middle of your
battle.
M WS BS

S

T

W

I

A

Ld

Runtherd

4

4

2

3

4

1

2

2

7

Gretchin

5

2

3

2

2

1

2

1

5

Wargear: Gretchin are each armed with a grot blasta
and a shank. A Runtherd is armed with a grabba
stikk, squig-hide whip and squig-hide armour.
Mad Grot: If the Runtherd is only accompanied by a
single Gretchin (a roll of 1 when rolling for D6
Gretchin), it’s a particularly mean one! Add 1 to
the Gretchin’s Attacks characteristic.
Fickle: At the end of each turn, this roving gang
switches its allegiance to the other team on a
roll of 1-3, instead of a roll of 1.
We Boyz: When the Runtherd and Gretchin enter
the battle, they will prefer to start under the
control of Ork Boyz kill teams. If there are any
players of Ork Boyz participating in the mission,
randomly select one for the Runtherd and
Gretchin to begin play under, and do not roll for
Changing Allegiance. If there are no such kill
teams participating, the Runtherd and Gretchin
join a random kill team and make Changing
Allegiance rolls as normal.

HIVE GANGERS

Kill teams often have to contend with roving gangs
of criminals, or just local youths out for a jolly. This
gang consists of D3 gangers, scavengers, or similar
hive scum.
M
4

WS BS
3

3

S

T

W

I

A

Ld

3

3

1

3

1

7

Wargear: Hive Gangers are each armed with a
combat blade and improvised armour (armour
save 6+). They are also equipped with the handto-hand combat weapons, pistols and/or basic
weapons shown on their models.
Ragtag Band: When this roving gang is rolled,
choose several hive ganger models at hand that
are armed with hand-to-hand combat weapons,
pistols and/or basic weapons and randomly
determine which of them will be participating.

CHAOS CULTISTS

A gang of D3 Chaos Cultists enters the fray on a
depraved mission to please their foul god.
M
4

WS BS
3

3

S

T

W

I

A

Ld

3

3

1

3

1

7

Wargear: Chaos Cultists are each armed with a
combat blade and improvised armour (armour
save 6+). They are also equipped with the
weapons shown on their model, typically an
autogun, or an auto pistol with a bludgeon. (Do
not use models holding heavy weapons unless a
single cultist is rolled.)
Chaos United: When a roving gang of Chaos Cultists
enters the battle, they will prefer to start
under the control of kill teams that represent
or work closely with Chaos (Chaos Marines
or Genestealer Cults). If there are any players
of these factions participating in the mission,
randomly select one for the Chaos Cultists
gang to begin play under, and do not roll for
Changing Allegiance. If there are no such
kill factions participating, the Chaos Cultists
join a random kill team and make Changing
Allegiance rolls as normal.

ASTRA MILITARUM GUARDSMEN

D3 soldiers of the Astra Militarum — more than
likely filthy from their slog through the sewers or
oily conduits — burst forth from the hatch, ready to
fight whatever threat they encounter in the name of
the Emperor.
M
4

WS BS
3

4
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3

3

1

3

1

7

Wargear: Astra Militarum Guardsmen are each
armed with a combat blade, lasgun and flak
armour.
Brothers in Arms: When Astra Militarum
Guardsmen enter the battle, they will prefer
to start under the control of Astra Militarum
Veterans kill teams. If there are any players
of this faction participating in the mission,
randomly select one for the Guardsmen to
begin play under, and do not roll for Changing
Allegiance. If there are no such kill teams
participating, Guardsmen join a random kill
team and make Changing Allegiance rolls as
normal.

RATLING SNIPERS

The few Ratlings recruited into the Astra Militarum
often find themselves deployed to exceedingly
dangerous hot spots, where their small size proves
advantageous, letting them scurry through the
rubble of ruined domes, constricted passages and
ventilation ducts. This gang consists of D3 Ratling
snipers.
M
4

WS BS
2
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2

1

5

1

6

Wargear: Each Ratling Sniper is armed with a
combat blade, sniper rifle and flak armour.

CHAOS SPACE MARINE

Perhaps separated from its company, or carrying out
a classified solitary mission into the depths of the
hive, this mighty warrior of Chaos is on a rampage.
No one is safe around it!
M
4

WS BS
4
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4

1

4

2
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Wargear: The Chaos Space Marine is armed with a
combat blade, boltgun, bolt pistol and power
armour.
Never Pinned: This fighter is never pinned.

Infiltration: Immediately after the Ratling Snipers
emerge from the hatch, their controller may
make 2 free run moves with each of them. They
may not do anything during those moves except
run, and may not move within 8” of an enemy.

Rampage: The Chaos Space Marine does not come
into play under the command of any kill team.
Instead, it acts on its own behalf according to
a simple script, taking its turn after all of the
players’ kill teams have acted.

Brothers in Arms: When Ratling Snipers enter
the battle, they will prefer to start under
the control of Astra Militarum Veterans kill
teams. If there are any players of this faction
participating in the mission, randomly select
one for the Ratlings to begin play under, and
do not roll for Changing Allegiance. If there are
no such kill teams participating, the Ratling
Snipers join a random kill team and make
Changing Allegiance rolls as normal.

The Chaos Space Marine performs specific
actions in each phase, as follows:
• During the movement phase, the Marine will
move toward the nearest model it is aware of,
moving over obstacles as necessary, or around
them by the shortest path. If this target is close
enough to charge, the Marine will charge it
instead. If there are no targets in sight, it will
move toward the center of the battlefield, and
go on overwatch facing a random direction
once there, pivoting to a new random direction
each turn until an enemy is spotted.
• During the shooting phase, the Marine will
shoot its boltgun at the nearest enemy it is
aware of, unless there is an easier target.
• During the hand-to-hand phase, the Marine
will fight with its bolt pistol (first) and combat
knife (second). Follow-ups will always be toward
the nearest enemy the Marine is aware of.
In any instance when the Marine must make
a decision between 2 or more equal options,
determine its choice randomly. The Marine
will always act in the interests of spreading
violence, with no thought of self-preservation.

MISSIONS

There are some rules that are common to the
new missions created for this campaign, and the
instructions for placing terrain are explained in a bit
more detail.

SECRET INFORMATION

Many missions require that players make secret rolls
or make secret choices. Players should write all of
their secret information onto scratch paper and then
set these aside face-down or folded, to be revealed
only at the appropriate time.
At the end of each mission, all unrevealed notes
should be shown and discussed by the players,
perhaps adding insights to the battle that has just
concluded.

DEPLOYMENT ZONES

During kill team deployment, players are usually
instructed to place their fighters ‘within 8” of a table
edge’ or ‘within 6” of the centre of the battlefield’
and so on. Unless otherwise noted, these distances
are measured as if viewing the table from directly
above and in two dimensions, ignoring the heights
of any scenery. This means fighters may be placed
on gantries or other raised platforms of any height
within the indicated boundaries.
Deployment zones are usually rectangular or
(semi)circular. If a team is setting up in a corner, the
deployment zone is measured out from that corner,
in the shape of a quarter circle.

STANDARD Play area SETUP

Missions are played on a surface measuring 4’ by 4’.
There should be some large terrain pieces near the
centre of the battlefield left in place for most of the
missions played on the table for that day, and an
array of scatter pieces and structures large and small
set off to the side that will be rearranged on the
battlefield for each new mission.
Standard Terrain Placement
When a mission’s description calls for the players
to place terrain in the standard fashion, if no turn
order has already been established, they roll off to
determine the terrain placement order.
Players take turns choosing 2 pieces of terrain and
placing them on the table. Each terrain piece must
be placed at ground level further than 2” from any
edge, and further than 4” from any other terrain.
Connectors such as catwalks and ladders are obvious
exceptions, as well as small features such as crates
and barrels as long as these do not completely block
pathways.
Continue placing terrain until the battlefield is
suitably cramped, with no more than a couple of
wide firing lanes and numerous positions offering
cover near each table edge.

PICKING UP LOOT

Several missions feature Loot counters to represent
various items on the battlefield. Players will usually
be interested in picking up loot, since it might turn
out to be of some value.
A Loot counter may be picked up by a fighter that
ends its movement in base contact with it. A fighter
can carry any number of pieces of loot, but may only
pick up 1 piece of loot per turn. Picking up a loot
counter does not prevent a fighter from shooting.
A fighter carrying 2 or more Loot counters cannot
run, as the burden is too great.
Fighters who go out of action drop any Loot counters
they were carrying where they happen to be at the
time. Remove the figure but leave the counters in
place. Fighters can transfer loot to other friendly
fighters in base contact during the shooting phase,
but neither fighter may shoot during that turn. 1
Loot counter may be exchanged in this way each
turn.
Scoring Loot Counters
Typically, a fighter must move the Loot counter to a
particular location in order to score it for their team
and gain any benefits from it. These requirements
will be explained in the mission description.
If a fighter has to leave the battlefield to score a Loot
counter, that fighter is counted toward the team’s
total number of fighters for the purposes of bottle
tests.
A fighter also scores any Loot counters they are
carrying if their team wins the mission.
Unless otherwise noted, after each mission you will
check the contents of your scored Loot counters
during the Claim Rewards step. For each Loot
counter scored, roll D66 and find the result on the
table below.

D66

LOOT

21-26

Ammo: You find a stash of D2 weapon
reloads.

31-34

Small Purse: You find D3x10 Thrones.

35

Large Purse: You find D6x10 Thrones.

36

Small Money Chest: Inside of a strongbox
you discover D3x30 Thrones.

41-42

A Curious Map: You find a clue to the
location where your captive fighters are
being held, enough to orchestrate a flawless
rescue. All of your captive fighters are
released back to you! If you have no captive
fighters, treat this as a ‘Good Find’ result
instead.

43-46

Good Find: You find a piece of wargear from
your kill team’s Ammunition, Grenades,
Pistols, Basic Weapons, Hand-to-Hand
Weapons or Miscellaneous Equipment
lists and can assign it to a fighter that can
normally use it.

51-54

Common Item: Roll on the Common Items
table.

54-56

Rare Item: Roll on the Rare Items table.

61-65

Shiny Stuff: You find valuables or
compromising information that you then
trade for 1 promethium cache.

66

Just What You Needed: You find a piece
of wargear from any of your kill team’s
equipment lists and can assign it to a fighter
that can normally use it.

11-16

Rubbish: You find nothing of value.

++SHADOW WAR: ARMAGEDDON++

MISSION: ENTER THE ARENA
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2-3
There are blast-shattered domes
within the Promethium Sprawl,
reshaped and ruined by ages of
combat, where kill teams can
reliably find willing opponents. Each
player’s goal is to be the last kill team
standing, driving out all others.

turn order

TWISTS

The table below replaces the standard Twists table. Each player
rolls D6 for a twist.
1

Getting the Jump: All of your kill team’s fighters are treated
as if they had Infiltration. Roll again for a different result if
they actually do!

2

Motivated: Add +1 to your kill team’s bottle test rolls.

3

Loot: Mischevious hivers sometimes leave juicy-looking loot
within these ‘thunder domes’ to draw hunting parties closer
— and then watch from a safe distance as warriors scramble of
what is most likely useless scrap. But on occasion the loot piles
actually contain something of value. Place D3 Loot counters at
ground level at least 18” from any table edge and 4” from any
other Loot counter.

4

Well Supplied: Add +1 to your kill team’s Ammo Roll rolls.

5

Flanking: When placing your fighters, you may position them
within 8” of any table edges, at least 18” from any corner.

6

Mystery Door: Place a hatch piece at ground level further
than 18” from any table edge, or choose a suitable closed door
to a building or large shipping container. A fighter that ends
their movement in base contact with the hatch may attempt to
open it by rolling a D6:

The players roll off to determine the
turn order.

PLACING TERRAIN

The battlefield must be 4 by 4 feet,
with some terrain already prepared
and in place. These can be set up by
a referee or by player consensus. A
great variety of additional scatter
terrain pieces and structures large
and small should be set off to the side
ready for placement.
Starting with the first player, the
players take turns choosing 2 pieces
of terrain and placing them on the
battlefield, within the following
limitations:
• Each terrain piece must be placed
at ground level further than 2” from
any edge. Connectors such as catwalks
and ladders are obvious exceptions, as
well as small features such as crates
and barrels as long as these do not
completely block pathways.
• Each piece of terrain you place on
your turn must be further than 4”
from one another, but may be placed
adjacent to the starting terrain and
any terrain that was laid down by
other players on previous turns.

1

Locked: The hatch cannot be opened except by attacking
the lock, which has Toughness 5 and Wounds 1. Once
the lock is destroyed, ignore this result when a fighter
attempts to see what’s behind the mystery door.

2

Empty: Nothing here.

3-5 Someone’s Stash: Place D3 Loot counters on the hatch.
The fighter who opens this hatch may grab 1 of the Loot
counters immediately.
6

Special Operative: Choose a special operative and place it
within 2” of the hatch.

KILL TEAM DEPLOYMENT

Each player takes turns choosing a starting corner
that has not already been selected by another player.
Then the players take turns deploying their fighters
within 12” of that corner, placing their entire team
before moving on to the next player.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

Starting with the first player, each player now takes
turns using special deployment abilities such as
Infiltration or Tunnels, moving one fighter per turn
or passing.

STARTING THE BATTLE

Now the action begins with the first player taking
the first turn.

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making bottle tests at the
beginning of its turns once 25% of its fighters are
down or out of action, and may voluntarily bottle
out at the beginning of its turn when this threshold
is reached.

ENDING THE MISSION

Any kill team that fails a bottle test is considered to
have lost. The only team remaining after all others
have retreated becomes the winner.

SPECIAL REWARDS

After the game is over, each kill team has the time to
examine their loot, rolling once on the Loot table for
each Loot counter they have scored.

LOOT counters

Use the standard rules for Loot counters.
If a fighter starts its turn within 8” of their kill
team’s starting corner (regardless of where the
fighter was actually deployed), it scores all of its
Loot counters and may continue to fight as normal,
or may safely leave the battlefield, scoring the Loot
counters in the process.

Credits: DagobahDave
Version: Dag03

++SHADOW WAR: ARMAGEDDON++

MISSION: FRONTAL ASSAULT
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2-3
When a kill team establishes
a stronghold within the
Promethium Sprawl, it will
inevitably draw attention from its
enemies.

DEFENDER’S TWISTS

The defending player uses the
table below in place of the
standard Twists table, rolling D6.
1

Objective

In this mission, one kill team
begins within a defensive
structure set up to their liking.
One or two rival kill teams
launch an assault with the goal
of throwing out the current
occupiers of the stronghold. The
defender’s goal is to withstand the
siege and force the attackers to
bottle out.

DETERMINE PLAYER ROLES

Players who won their previous
mission should roll off. The
highest scorer (or the only player
who won their previous mission)
will control the defending kill
team, and the remaining players’
kill teams will be the attackers.
If none of the players won their
previous mission, they roll off and
the highest scorer becomes the
defender.
In a three player mission, the
two attacking players’ kill teams
are working toward the game
goal, but their fighters are still
considered enemies. Once the
fighting starts, any player’s kill
team can (and will) attack any
other if they are the closest or
easiest targets. Attacking players
should be mindful of this when
deploying their fighters.

2

Friendly Territory: After
the mission, you can re-roll
Serious Injury rolls for your
kill team members.
Indomitable: You can subtract 1 from your bottle test
rolls during the mission.

3-5 Booby Traps: The defenders have surrounded their
stronghold with proximity
mines, concealed spike-pits,
monomolecular tripwires
and other traps. Any time a
fighter runs, if their movement started further than
12” from the defender’s table
edge, they must test against
their Initiative +1 (although
a roll of 6 always fails). If the
test fails, the fighter suffers a
hit using D6 Strength.
6

Broken Alliance: If playing
against only one attacking kill
team, treat this result as ‘Booby
Traps’ instead. The attacking
teams aren’t coordinating
with each other at all, and
any plans of working toward
a common goal are shot. The
mission ends as soon as any
two kill teams bottle out.

ATTACKERS’ TWISTS

The attacking players use the
table below in place of the
standard Twists table, rolling
D6 once even if there are two
attackers.
1-2 Hive Fog: All shooting attacks lose their range bonuses, but keep any penalties.
3-4 Vital Mission: The kill team
that wins this mission gains
100 bonus points to spend
during their Recruit or Rearm step.
5-6 Sneak Attack: You caught
the defenders by surprise,
and in their haste to take up
battle stations some of them
may leave behind important
wargear. After the defending
fighters are deployed, roll D6
for each one. On a roll of 1,
randomly remove 1 weapon
or miscellaneous item (other
than armour). These items
can only be recovered if the
defender wins the mission.

DETERMINE STARTING EDGES

The defender chooses which table
edge they will set up on. The
attackers take the opposite table
edge.

Credits: DagobahDave
Version: Dag02

PLACING TERRAIN

The battlefield must be 4 by 4
feet, with some terrain already
prepared and in place. These can
be set up by a referee or by player
consensus. A great variety of
additional scatter terrain pieces
and structures large and small
should be set off to the side ready
for placement.
Starting with the defender, the
players take turns choosing 2
pieces of terrain and placing them
on the battlefield, within the
following limitations:
• The defender must place all of
their terrain within 12” of their
table edge.
• The attackers must place all of
their terrain within 24” of their
table edge. This should create
a 12” band free of obstacles
(aside from the terrain already
in place before setup) between
the attackers’ table edge and the
defender’s.
• Each terrain piece must
be placed at ground level
further than 2” from any edge.
Connectors such as catwalks and
ladders are obvious exceptions,
as well as small features such
as crates and barrels as long as
these do not completely block
pathways.
• Each piece of terrain you place
on your turn must be further than
4” from one another, but may be
placed adjacent to the starting
terrain and any terrain that was
laid down by other players on
previous turns.

balancing

If you are defending against two
attacking players, you may add
a special operative to your team
for this mission. This applies even
if the ‘Broken Alliance’ twist has
been rolled.

DEFENDERS DEPLOYMENT

Once the terrain is placed, the
defender places their fighters
within 8” of their table edge.
Injured fighters that would
normally have been required to
miss this mission must be called
up to fight anyway — place these
fighters along with the rest.
Any defending fighter may be put
on overwatch when it is placed.

ATTACKERS DEPLOYMENT

If there is one attacking kill team,
it now sets up anywhere within
20” of its table edge.
If there are two attacking teams,
they roll off and the winner
chooses one of the undefended
corners of the table, sets up their
team within 20” of that corner,
and then the remaining attacking
team is set up the same way in the
remaining undefended corner of
the table.
Any attacking fighter may be
declared to be in hiding when it is
placed if the usual conditions for
hiding are met.

battle turn order

The defending player will go first
during special deployment and
during each round of the mission.
If there are two attackers, they
roll off and the winner will
take the second turn, followed
by the loser. This turn order is
used throughout the rest of the
mission.
If a mission begins with two
players or is reduced to two
players, they alternate their turn
order as usual for a two player
battle, starting with the defender.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

Starting with the defender, each
player may take a turn resolving
one of their fighter’s special
deployment abilities such as
Infiltration. Continue taking turns
until all fighters with special
deployment abilities have moved.

STARTING THE BATTLE

The battle now begins with the
first player taking their turn.

BOTTLE TESTS

The defender must begin making
bottle tests at the beginning of
its turns once 50% of its fighters
are down or out of action, but
may voluntarily bottle out at the
beginning of its turn if at least
25% of its fighters are down or out
of action.
An attacking team must begin
making bottle tests at the
beginning of its turns once 25%
of its fighters are down or out of
action.

ENDING THE MISSION

SPECIAL REWARDS

If the ‘Broken Alliance’ twist is
in effect, then it’s every team for
itself and the mission ends when
any two teams have bottled out.

If a team of two attacking players
wins and neither of them has
bottled out, they share the victory
and roll 2D6 for their Team
Advance.

The game ends when the
defending team bottles out or
when all attacking teams have
bottled out.

If the defending player repels
the attackers and wins the
mission, they receive 1 additional
promethium cache.

++SHADOW WAR: ARMAGEDDON++

MISSION: INTERCEPTION
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2
In this scenario, a kill team is
returning to its bunker after a
successful scavenging run when it
is set upon by a rival team.

KILL TEAM ROLES

The players roll off. The high
scorer chooses whether they will
play as the defenders (the team
returning home with supplies)
or as the attackers trying to
intercept the supplies. The low
scorer plays the remaining role.

PLACING TERRAIN

Use standard terrain setup.

TWISTS

Each player rolls for a Twist.

KILL TEAM DEPLOYMENT

The defending player starts on a
randomly selected table edge and
deploys their fighters within 8”
of that edge, at least 12” from any
other edge.
The attacking team then rolls D6
to determine their starting table
corner. On a roll of 1-3, it is the
far table corner to the defender’s
left. On a roll of 4-6 it is the far
table corner to the defender’s
right. The attacking fighters can
be deployed within 18” of their
starting corner.

WHO HAS THE LOOT

One by one, the defender rolls
a D6 for each of their fighters
to determine the number of
Loot counters they are carrying.
On a roll of 1-3, the fighter is
unburdened. On roll of 4-5, the
fighter is carrying 1 Loot counter.
On a roll of 6, the fighter is
carrying D3 Loot counters. If this
results in the defending team
carrying no loot, the scenario is
reversed — the attacking team
is carrying the supplies instead.
In that case, the attacking player
rolls to determine how many Loot
counters each of their fighters are
carrying.
Fighters carrying 2 or more Loot
counters cannot run.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

Starting with the attacker, the
players take turns resolving their
fighters’ special deployment
abilities such as Infiltration or
Tunnels, moving one fighter per
turn.

STARTING THE BATTLE

Now the action begins with the
defending team taking the first
turn — even if the attacking team
is carrying the loot to begin with.

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making
bottle tests at the beginning of
its turns once 50% of its fighters
are down or out of action, and
may voluntarily bottle out at
the beginning of its turn when
25% of its fighters are down or

out of action. Fighters that have
fled the battlefield in the process
of scoring Loot counters do not
go down or out of action, so
they count toward their team’s
total number of fighters for the
purposes of bottle tests.

SCORING LOOT

A defending fighter can score its
Loot counters by leaving the table
via the edge opposite from its
starting edge.
An attacking fighter can score
its Loot counters by ending
its movement within 8” of the
defending player’s edge. This
fighter may safely leave the
battlefield after scoring the loot,
or may stay in the battle.
Any Loot counters carried by
fighters on the winning team
are lost at the end of the mission
— they are not scored.

ENDING THE MISSION

The mission ends when 50% or
more of the Loot counters have
been scored, or when either team
bottles out. The team that has
scored the greatest number of
Loot counters when the mission
ends is the winner; if there is a tie,
neither team wins.

SPECIAL REWARDS

Check the contents of Loot
counters scored by either kill
team.
This version: vDag01
by DagobahDave

++SHADOW WAR: ARMAGEDDON++

MISSION: POWER STRUGGLE
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2-3
In this mission, two or three
kill teams have stumbled upon
a missed cargo drop of power
nodes. This is a potentially useful
asset, and each team will have
to act quickly to lock them down
before another group claims
them.

TWISTS

Use the table below in place of the standard Twists. Each player rolls
2D6 for a Twist. Duplicate results have no effect.
2

Lubricant Spill: Globs of grease are raining down from burst
pipes overhead. Roll a dice for any fighter who attempts to run or
charge. On a roll of 1, the fighter slips and becomes pinned in place
instead, traveling no distance.

3

Rolling Blackouts: Flickering overhead lights, sprays of indoor
rain from fire-sprinkler systems, random static discharges, sudden
episodes of pitch darkness and flaring lanterns hamper the fighters’ visibility even when enhanced by machines. Optical equipment and targeting aids cannot be used. Gitfindas, red-dot laser
sights, telescopic sights, photo-visors, mirrorhelms, mining suit
spotlights, omnispexes, markerlights, and scanning arrays are all
out of commission.

4

Fear And Confusion: All fighters add 1 to Leadership test rolls
including break tests, fear tests, and so on.

Objective

The winner and loser(s) of this
mission are determined by
comparing the players’ victory
point scores when the mission
ends. Each team scores victory
points, even if they bottle out. The
team with the highest score wins.
In the case of a tie for first, there
is no winner.

5-9 No Twist.

• You will earn 10 victory points if
your kill team does not bottle out.

10

• You will earn 5 victory points
for each enemy fighter downed
or taken out of action by your kill
team.

Flooded: The battlefield is covered in foul-smelling water and
floating debris up to the fighters’ knees or thereabouts. The
ground level of the battlefield and any areas below it are treated as
difficult ground (halve movement rate).

11

• You will earn 25 victory points
for each power node your kill
team holds when the mission
ends.

Low On Supplies: The kill teams have stumbled into this situation
after a long patrol, having burnt through most of their ammunition without a proper resupply. All Ammo Rolls are made with D6
instead of 2D6.

12

Hive Fog: The combination of heat and condensation from promethium storage tanks and pumps sometimes coalesces into dense
indoor fog. Shooting attacks lose all of their range bonuses, but
keep any penalties.

• You will earn 10 victory points
for each power node your kill
team destroys.

Credits:
The inspiration and name for this mission comes from Reddit user TehMephs.
This version (vDag03) by DagobahDave.

setup tURN ORDER

The players roll off to determine
the turn order. The highest
scoring player will take the first
turn during setup and will take
the first turn of the mission,
followed by the next-highest
scoring player, and so on.

PLACING TERRAIN

The battlefield must be 4 by 4
feet, with some terrain already
prepared and in place. These can
be set up by a referee or by player
consensus. A great variety of
additional scatter terrain pieces
and structures large and small
should be set off to the side ready
for placement.
Starting with the first player,
the players take turns choosing
2 pieces of terrain and placing
them on the battlefield, within the
following limitations:
• Each terrain piece must
be placed at ground level
further than 2” from any edge.
Connectors such as catwalks and
ladders are obvious exceptions,
as well as small features such
as crates and barrels as long as
these do not completely block
pathways.
• Each piece of terrain you place
on your turn must be further than
4” from one another, but may be
placed adjacent to the starting
terrain and any terrain that was
laid down by other players on
previous turns.

PLACING POWER NODES

When there are no scatter pieces
left to be placed, the next player
takes a turn placing the first of
7 terrain pieces representing
the power nodes. The players
continue taking their turns in
order, each placing a power node
within the following limitations:
• Each power node must be placed
at ground level further than 8”
from any table edge, and further
than 6” from any other power
node.
• Each power node must be placed
at least 1” from any obstruction or
ledge, allowing each power node
to be accessed from any direction.

KILL TEAM DEPLOYMENT

Once all 7 power nodes are placed,
the next player in the turn order
chooses the table corner they
wish to deploy in. The next player
must take the opposite corner. If
there is a third player, they may
select either of the remaining
corners.
Once the players are situated in
their new corners, they will be
granted exactly 30 seconds to
deploy their fighters within 12”
of their corners. Players may
measure and mark out their
deployment zones before the
countdown begins. Any fighters
not placed when time runs out
must miss this fight.

battle turn order

The players roll off again to
determine the turn order that will
be used for special deployments
and throughout the rest of the
mission. The player who scores
highest will take the first turn,
followed by the player who scores
second-highest, and finally the
player who scored lowest (if
playing with three players).
If a mission begins with two
players or is reduced to two
players, they alternate their turn
order as usual for a two player
battle.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

Starting with the first player,
each player may take one turn
resolving one of their fighter’s
special deployment abilities such
as Infiltration. Only one fighter
may use a special deployment
ability on each team.

STARTING THE BATTLE

The battle now begins with the
first player taking their turn.

battle TIMER

One player is randomly selected to
keep track of the number of game
rounds that transpire. At the
start of the 5th round and each
subsequent round of play, the
timekeeper player rolls 2D6. If the
result is equal to or less than the
current round number, the battle
ends immediately. Otherwise, it
continues.
This mission-ending moment
represents a rush of scavengers
and other scum who quickly
surround and claim any power
nodes that the kill teams have not
secured.

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making
bottle tests at the beginning of
its turns once 50% of its fighters
are down or out of action, but
may voluntarily bottle out at the
beginning of its turn if at least
25% of its fighters are down or out
of action.

ENDING THE MISSION

The game ends when one team
stands alone with all others
having bottled out, or when the
battle timer expires. Determine
the winner and loser(s) of the
battle by comparing their point
scores as described earlier.

POWER NODE ruleS

Fighters can interact with the
power nodes in several ways.
Approaching An Attended
Power Node
A fighter may not move into base
contact with a power node if an
enemy fighter is already in base
base contact with it. The fighter
may instead charge the attending
enemy fighter if they have
sufficient movement.
Attacking A Power Node
Power nodes are structures that
can be attacked as described in
the Attacking Terrain Features
rules.
Power nodes are treated as having
Toughness 6 and Wounds 2. Being
approximately the same size as
a fighter, power nodes are not
considered to be either large or
small.
When a locked power node is
destroyed, its owner loses control
of it.

Locking A Power Node
A fighter that is free to act (not
in hand-to-hand combat, and not
pinned or downed) can attempt
to lock a power node by ending its
movement in base contact with
it and rolling a D6. On a roll of 4+,
the node is locked for that team’s
use, to be picked up later on when
things have quieted down. If the
fighter is a Specialist, the node
is locked on a roll of 3+ instead.
Place a marker to indicate that
the node is controlled by that kill
team.
If a fighter that is free to act
(not in hand-to-hand combat,
not pinned or downed) starts
its turn in base contact with an
unsecured power node, the fighter
automatically succeeds at locking
it and may continue to move and
take other actions as normal.
Attempting to lock a power node
does not prevent a fighter from
shooting.
Networking Power Nodes
When a team holds three or more
power nodes, a Specialist fighter
from their team can attempt to
network the entire array.
The Specialist must be in base
contact with one of the team’s
secured nodes, and must forgo
any shooting during their
shooting phase to concentrate on
the task. Roll D6. On a roll of 4+ all
of the power nodes that have not
been destroyed (including those
that have been locked by other
teams) immediately come under
the control of that Specialist’s
team.

Changing A Lock
A locked power node may still
be claimed by another team,
although changing the lock is a
greater challenge.
A fighter that is free to act (not
in hand-to-hand combat, and not
pinned or downed) can attempt to
change the lock on an unattended
power node by ending its
movement in base contact with it
and rolling a D6. On a roll of 6, the
node becomes locked down by the
the new team. Specialists succeed
at changing the locks on a roll of
5+ instead.
Fighters that start their turn in
base contact with a power node
do not automatically succeed at
changing the lock, but may roll
again. Regardless of the result,
that player may then move as
normal if they wish.
Attempting to change the lock on
a power node does not prevent a
fighter from shooting.

++SHADOW WAR: ARMAGEDDON++

MISSION: PROMETHIUM BANDITS
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2
Sometimes you just have to steal promethium to
keep your fighting operations going — or get them
started in the first place.

Objective

The attacking team’s goal is to steal 10 units of
promethium from any of 3 promethium tank terrain
pieces on the battlefield. The defending team’s goal
is to drive off the bandits, forcing them to bottle out.

DETERMINE PLAYER ROLES

PLACING TERRAIN

The battlefield must be 4 by 4 feet, with some terrain
already prepared and in place. These can be set up
by a referee or by player consensus. A great variety
of additional scatter terrain pieces and structures
large and small should be set off to the side ready for
placement.
Starting with the attacker, the players take turns
choosing 1 of 3 medium-sized terrain pieces
representing promethium tanks at least 16” from
any edge and at least 8” from each other.

This mission cannot be run unless one or both players have
0 promethium caches.

Starting with the defender, the players take turns
choosing 2 pieces of terrain and placing them on the
battlefield, within the following limitations:

The player with 0 caches becomes the attacker and
the other player becomes the defender. If both
players have no promethium, roll off: the high scorer
becomes the attacker and the low scorer becomes
the defender.

• The terrain pieces you place on your turn must be
further than 4” from one another, but may be placed
adjacent to the starting terrain and any terrain that
was laid down by other players on previous turns.

TWIST

Both players roll once for a Twist.

NARRATIVE LICENSE

If the players prefer, the ‘promethium’ in this
mission can be almost any sort of chemical or
compound that might be of value to the attacking
team.

Credits: DagobahDave
Version: Dag01

• Each terrain piece must be placed at ground level
further than 2” from any edge or promethium tank.
Connectors such as catwalks and ladders are obvious
exceptions, as well as small features such as crates
and barrels as long as these do not completely block
pathways.

KILL TEAM DEPLOYMENT

Starting with the defender, the players take turns
choosing one of their fighters and placing them
according to these limitations:
Defenders must be placed within 12” of the centre of
the battleground. Defenders may start on overwatch.
Attackers may be placed within 4” of any table edges
and may start in hiding.
Fighters may be deployed on gantries and the tops of
structures of any height.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

Starting with the defender, each player may take
a turn resolving one of their fighter’s special
deployment abilities such as Infiltration. Continue
taking turns until all fighters with special
deployment abilities have moved.

STARTING THE BATTLE

The battle now begins, starting with the attacking
team.

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making bottle tests at the
beginning of its turns once 25% of its fighters are
down or out of action, and may voluntarily bottle
out at the beginning of its turn when this threshold
is reached.

STEALING PROMETHIUM

Fighters on the attacking team are equipped
with portable gas canisters, enough to collect the
relatively small amount of promethium they need
to make ends meet. To collect 1 unit of promethium,
an attacking fighter must end its movement in base
contact with one of the promethium tank terrain
pieces. Only one fighter can tap each promethium
tank at a time, and only 1 unit of promethium can
be drained per fighter per turn. The act of siphoning
promethium prevents a fighter from shooting.
Fighters who go out of action drop any promethium
units they were carrying where they happened to be
at the time. Remove the figure but leave promethium
counters in place. Fighters can transfer promethium
to other friendly fighters in base contact during the
shooting phase, but neither fighter may shoot during
that turn. 1 promethium unit may be exchanged in
this way each turn.
Scoring Promethium Units
If a fighter starts its turn within 8” of any table
edge, it scores all of its promethium units and may
continue the battle as normal, or may safely leave
the battlefield and score the promethium units in
the process. A fighter also scores any promethium
units they are carrying if the attackers win the
mission with the defenders bottling out.
Approaching An Attended Promethium Tank
A fighter may not move into base contact with a
promethium tank if an enemy fighter is already in
base base contact with it. The fighter may instead
charge the attending enemy fighter if they have
sufficient movement.

ENDING THE MISSION

The attackers win as soon as they carry off 10 or
more units of promethium. The game ends when
either team bottles out. The team that bottles out
loses, and the other team wins.

++SHADOW WAR: ARMAGEDDON++

MISSION: PURE MAYHEM
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2-3
In this mission, the spectacle
of battle will be on full display,
with warriors leaving nothing in
reserve as they clash in the ruins
of the Promethium Sprawl.

TURN ORDER

The players roll off. The high
scorer becomes the first player,
continuing in decending order.

PLACING TERRAIN

The battlefield must be 4 by 4
feet, with some terrain already
prepared and in place. These can
be set up by a referee or by player
consensus. A great variety of
additional scatter terrain pieces
and structures large and small
should be set off to the side ready
for placement.
Starting with the first player,
the players take turns choosing
2 pieces of terrain and placing
them on the battlefield, within the
following limitations:
• Each terrain piece must be
placed at ground level further
than 2” from any edge, and
further than 4” from any other
terrain. Connectors such as
catwalks and ladders are obvious
exceptions, as well as small
features such as crates and barrels
as long as these do not completely
block pathways.

TWISTS

Each player rolls for a Twist.

KILL TEAM DEPLOYMENT

Starting with the first player,
the players take turns choosing
an unselected table corner and
deploying their team within 12”
of it.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

Starting with the first player,
the players take turns resolving
their fighters’ special deployment
deployment movement such as
Infiltration.

STARTING THE BATTLE

Each player draws 1 Pure Mayhem
card. Then the action begins with
the first team taking the first turn.

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making
bottle tests at the beginning of
its turns once 25% of its fighters
are down or out of action, and
may voluntarily bottle out at the
beginning of its turn when this
threshold is reached.

Pure Mayhem cards

Print and cut out the Pure
Mayhem cards before play. Shuffle
the card deck and place it facedown in easy reach. At the start of
a player’s turn, they may draw the
top card of the Battle Card deck if
they do not have one, or they may
discard the card they’re holding
face-up and draw a fresh card
from the top of the deck.
Pure Mayhem cards are mostly
self-explanatory, indicating
when they are to be played and
what happens. Players should
not reveal their cards until the
appropriate time.
Should you run through the entire
Battle Card deck, shuffle the
discard deck and place it facedown, and draw from this new
pile.
If two or more cards are played
at the same time that would seem
to cancel out each other’s effects,
the card played most recently is
resolved first.

ENDING THE MISSION

The mission ends when there is
just one kill team remaining, all
others having bottled out. The last
remaining kill team is the winner

Credits: This mission was
inspired by the Necromunda
supplement Fight Event Cards
by Anthony Case
with David Moretti.
This version: vDag01
by DagobahDave

PURE MAYHEM: I’LL SAVE YOU!

This card can be played when a member of your
kill team is hit by a shooting attack. A friendly
fighter of your choosing within 1” of the targeted
model bravely leaps into the shot’s path suffering
the hit instead. Note in the case of a template
weapon the blast is still placed over the original
target and the saviour only suffers 1 hit.

PURE MAYHEM: duck!

This card can be played if a member of your
kill team is hit by a shooting attack or in handto-hand combat. The lucky fighter manages to
duck out of harms way at just the right time. The
fighter is not hit by the attack after all so will not
be pinned either.

PURE MAYHEM: dislodge

This card can be played if a member of your kill team
fails to hit when making a shooting attack. The stray
shot dislodges some crumbling masonry. Place the
blast template over the original target. Any models hit
by the template are pinned and must take an Initiative
test. If the test is failed then the fighter suffers a D6
Strength hit.

PURE MAYHEM: unbreakable

PURE MAYHEM: stray shot

This card can be played if an enemy fighter fails
to hit when shooting. The stray shot accidently
strikes one of his fellow kill team members in the
back. The enemy fighter closest to the shooter
that is within his arc of sight is hit by the attack
instead.

PURE MAYHEM: lucky hit

This card can be played if one of your fighters
fails to hit when making a shooting attack. The
stray shot ricochets back off a girder and strikes
the intended target. The shot hits after all!

PURE MAYHEM: PRIORITY TARGET

This card can be played when a member of your
kill team declares a shooting attack. The fighter
can target any enemy he can see, instead of
having to target the closest or easiest.

PURE MAYHEM: SOFT SPOT

This card can be played if a member of your kill
team fails a Leadership test. The fighter summons
all of their courage and is assumed to have passed
the Leadership test instead.

This card can be played if you fail to score a towound roll against an enemy through a shooting
attack or in hand-to-hand combat. The fighter is
struck in a vulnerable area. The hit wounds after
all!

PURE MAYHEM: hard skinned

PURE MAYHEM: Just A Scratch

This card can be played if a member of your kill
team suffers a wound. The hardened fighter
shrugs it off. The hit fails to wound after all.

This card can be played if an injured member
of your kill team rolls a Down result during the
recovery phase. Through gritted teeth the fighter
fights on. The Down roll is converted to a Flesh
Wound result instead.

PURE MAYHEM: Hurts Like Hell

This card can be played if an injured enemy rolls
a Down result during the recovery phase. The
pain is just too great for the fighter and he passes
out. The Down roll is converted to an Out Of
Action result instead.

PURE MAYHEM: Quick Reflexes

This card can be played if a member of your kill
team fails an Initiative test. The fighter’s focus is
sharp and clear. The kill team member is assumed
to have passed the Initiative test instead.

PURE MAYHEM: Rats In A Barrel

This card can be played after a member of your
kill team has resolved a shooting attack with
either a pistol or basic weapon. The fighter can
declare an extra shooting attack, but the shot
must be made with the same weapon and against
a different target.

PURE MAYHEM: Head Shot

This card can be played if a member of your kill
team inflicts a wound against an enemy fighter
through a shooting attack using a pistol or basic
weapon. The bullet smacks the enemy in the
head inflicting D3 wounds and counting as High
Impact.

PURE MAYHEM: Extra Ammo

This card can be played if a member of your kill
team fails an Ammo Roll. The kill team member is
assumed to have passed the Ammo test instead.
Note this card can even be used on weapons that
have an ‘auto’ Ammo Roll.

PURE MAYHEM: Weak Will

This card can be played if an enemy passes a
Leadership test. The nervy fighter is wracked
with doubt. The enemy is assumed to have failed
the Leadership test instead.

PURE MAYHEM: Slow Reflexes

This card can be played if an enemy passes an
Initiative test. The fighter’s mind is clouded and
distracted. The enemy is assumed to have failed
the Initiative test.

PURE MAYHEM: Gun Explosion

This card can be played if an enemy fails an
Ammo Roll. The volatile gun explodes as the
fighter tries to reload the weapon. This card
cannot be used on grenades.

PURE MAYHEM: Gun Jam

This card can be played after an enemy declares a
shooting attack. The weapon jams and refuses to
fire. The shooting attack does not take place and
the fighter must expend an entire turn before
being able to fire the weapon again.

PURE MAYHEM: Out Of Ammo

This card can be played after an enemy has
resolved a shooting attack. The weapon is treated
as though it had failed an Ammo Roll.

PURE MAYHEM: Gas Pocket

This card can be played after an enemy has
resolved a shooting attack. The gun fire ignites
a gas pocket that the fighter was within. Place
the blast template over the enemy that made the
shooting attack. All models hit suffer a Strength
3 hit.

PURE MAYHEM: Fumble

This card can be played after an enemy has rolled
his Attack dice. The careless fighter drops one
of his weapons on his foot. The enemy’s highest
scoring Attack die is converted to a roll of 1
instead.

PURE MAYHEM: Mug

This card can be played if a member of your kill
team takes an enemy out of action in hand-tohand combat. As long as the winning fighter
does not use his follow up move and is not still
involved in hand-to-hand combat then he can
steal a single random non-armour item from the
enemy.

PURE MAYHEM: Broken Ladder

PURE MAYHEM: Come On Then

This card can be played at the start of your
hand-to-hand phase. A member of your kill
team has unresolved ‘issues’ with his assailants.
The chosen fighter follows the rules for hatred
against all hand-to-hand combat opponents for
the duration of the turn.

PURE MAYHEM: Oldest Trick

This card can be played if an enemy made a
successful charge. The rushing fighter has dust
and grit kicked into his eyes. The charging enemy
has his Weapon Skill characteristic reduced to 0
for the duration of the turn and does not gain the
charging Combat Score bonus.

PURE MAYHEM: Gunked

This card can be played at the start of your
opponent’s turn. A chosen enemy fighter is
gunked with stinking sludge from an overhead
pipe. The fighter is pinned.

PURE MAYHEM: Crumbling Floor

This card can be played if an enemy uses a ladder.
A rusting rung of the ladder crumbles underfoot.
The fighter falls from the highest point of the
move on the ladder.

This card can be played during an enemy’s move
as long as the fighter is above ground level. The
enemy must pass an Initiative test otherwise he
falls straight through the corroded floor to the
level below.

PURE MAYHEM: Face Eater

PURE MAYHEM: Lash Worm

This card can be played during an enemy’s move.
A face eater lunges at a passing fighter. The
enemy must pass an Initiative test otherwise
suffer a Strength 4 hit that ignores armour saves.

This card can be played during an enemy’s move.
A lash worm strikes the fighter from its hidden
lair inflicting a Strength 3 hit.

PURE MAYHEM: Trip

This card can be played during an enemy’s move.
The fighter stumbles over a half buried girder
and hits the deck instead. The kill team member
cannot do anything else for the remainder of
the turn, though can still fight in hand-to-hand
combat as normal.

PURE MAYHEM: Rubber Moss

This card can be played if a member of your kill
team jumps or falls off a ledge. A patch of rubber
moss breaks the fighter’s fall. The kill team
member does not suffer any damage but bounces
D3” in a random direction.

PURE MAYHEM: Makeshift Ladder

This card can be played during a member of your
kill team’s move. The kill team member can climb
up to or down from a ledge just as if there was a
ladder there. The kill team member can climb any
number of levels but the climb must be made in a
single move.

PURE MAYHEM: Monster

PURE MAYHEM: Loot

This card can be played at the start of your
turn. If a member of your kill team does not do
anything that turn then he discovers a cache of
D2 Loot counters which follows the usual rules
for loot counters.

PURE MAYHEM: Ripper Ants

This card can be played any time against an
enemy in hiding. A swarm of ripper ants attacks
the crouching fighter. As a result of his flailing
the kill team member comes out of hiding, just as
if he had been spotted.

PURE MAYHEM: Freerunner

This card can be played at the start of your
movement phase. A member of your kill team
knows this turf like the back of his hand. The
chosen fighter’s Movement characteristic
receives a +D3” bonus for the duration of the
turn.

PURE MAYHEM: Chaos

This card can be played at the start of your
opponent’s turn. The enemy that is furthest away
from any other models (friend or foe) is attacked
by the beast. Roll on the Scavengers mission
monster table to determine his fate.

This card can be played after either player makes
a roll. The twists of fate are in your favour. You
can re-roll the dice.

PURE MAYHEM: Chaos

PURE MAYHEM: Chaos

This card can be played after either player makes
a roll. The twists of fate are in your favour. You
can re-roll the dice.

This card can be played after either player makes
a roll. The twists of fate are in your favour. You
can re-roll the dice.
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MISSION: RUNTHERD ROUND-UP
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 1-2
A band of Gretchin has gotten away from its Ork
handler and it is wrecking everything in sight. Get
rid of them however you can!

Objective

In this mission, one or two kill teams must wrangle
an unruly pack of Gretchin before their antics take
too great a toll on the area. The kill team fighters can
blast and beat up the buggers of course, but they also
have an unlikely ally in the form of an Ork Runtherd,
whose sole concern is to get the brats all together
again and move along.

TWIST

Each player rolls for a Twist.

TURN ORDER

If playing with two players, roll off to determine the
turn order. The high scorer goes first, followed by
the low scorer.
When playing with two players, the kill teams
are not friendly to each other although they have
a common purpose. This will be important for
determining shooting priorities, as there may be
times when the nearest or easiest target is a member
of a rival kill team (who are your enemies) instead of
a Gretchin.

PLACING TERRAIN

The battlefield must be 4 by 4 feet, with some terrain
already prepared and in place. These can be set up
by a referee or by player consensus. A great variety
of additional scatter terrain pieces and structures
large and small should be set off to the side ready for
placement.
Starting with the first player, the players take turns
choosing 2 pieces of terrain and placing them on the
battlefield, within the following limitations:
• No terrain may be placed within 6” of the centre of
the battlefield.
• The terrain pieces you place on your turn must be
further than 4” from any other terrain, and must
be placed at ground level further than 2” from any
edge. Connectors such as catwalks and ladders are
obvious exceptions, as well as small features such as
crates and barrels as long as these do not completely
block pathways.

DEPLOY fighters

The first player places an Ork Runtherd figure within
12” of any table edge, then chooses a different table
edge to be their kill team’s deployment zone. If there
is a second player, their deployment zone is the edge
opposite the first player’s.
Each player now takes turns placing D3 Gretchin
in the centre of the battlefield and deploying up
to D2 of their own fighters within 8” of their kill
team’s table edge, until there are 10 Gretchin or 10
fighters placed (counting both teams if there are two
players), whichever comes first — or until there are
no more fighters to place.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

Starting with the first player, each player may
take a turn resolving one of their fighter’s
special deployment abilities such as Infiltration.
Continue taking turns until all fighters with special
deployment abilities have moved.

STARTING THE BATTLE

The battle now begins, starting with the first player,
followed by the second player if there is one,
followed by the Ork Runtherd and Gretchin.

GRETCHIN MOVEMENT AND COMBAT

The Gretchin run about chaotically until the
Runtherd gets near, and as long as they are loose
they are damaging things — breaking pipes
and opening steam valves, pulling levers and
chains hooked to Emperor-knows-what, opening
maintenance hatches and ripping out electrical
cables, and much worse. They’ll literally melt down
the sector if they aren’t stopped.
The Gretchin ‘team’ takes a turn after the players’
turn or turns. They follow a simple set of predictable
actions.
To represent their uncontrolled mischief, during
their movement phase each Gretchin rolls a scatter
die and moves 2D6” in that direction until it hits
an obstruction or results in a charge on a kill
team member. Re-roll the scatter die if it would
result in the Gretchin moving no distance (such
as immediately hitting a wall) or would move it
off the battlefield. If there’s something very near
a Gretchin’s path that it can climb on (such as a
ladder) they’ll take that route. A Gretchin that
moves a distance further than 4” is considered to be
running for the purposes of being targeted by enemy
fire (-1 to hit), but does not lose the ability to shoot.
If a Gretchin ends its movement within 4” of the Ork
Runtherd, the Gretchin is immediately pacified and
no longer a threat — it is taken out of action.
During the shooting phase, each Gretchin will shoot
its grot blasta at the nearest kill team member, or
the easiest to shoot.
Whenever a Gretchin is presented with a choice of
options of about equal value, select randomly.

Credits: DagobahDave
Version: Dag02

ORK RUNTHERD MOVEMENT

At the start of the greenskins’ turn, the first player
moves the Ork Runtherd up to 4”. The Runtherd
doesn’t attack or perform any other function than to
whip Gretchin into line, often with its very presence.
The kill team fighters may ignore the frantic
Runtherd or attack it if they choose.
If there are two players, they alternate control of the
Ork Runtherd.

runtherd and gretchin profiles
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Wargear: Gretchin are each armed with a grot blasta
and a shank. The Runtherd is armed with a
grabba stikk, squig-hide whip and squig-hide
armour (but shouldn’t need them).

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making bottle tests at the
beginning of its turns once 25% of its fighters are
down or out of action, and may voluntarily bottle
out at the beginning of its turn when this threshold
is reached.

ENDING THE MISSION

The battle ends when the Gretchin have all been
downed or taken out of action or when all kill teams
have bottled out. A kill team loses the battle if they
bottle out.
When the Gretchins are all downed or out of action,
any kill teams that have not bottled out share are
treated as winners.

SPECIAL PENALTIES

If all of the kill teams bottle out, destroy 1 randomly
determined sector attribute belonging to one of the
participating kill teams.
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MISSION: THE SHOOTOUT
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2
Two rival teams cross each
other while patrolling what they
thought were quiet sectors. The
meeting is so sudden and so close
that neither side is willing to
fire at the outset, knowing the
carnage to come. The tension
mounts as the teams close the
distance between them, fingers
on triggers and power swords
flashing in the dark. The moment
stretches as the teams slowly
converge. Which side will take the
first shot?

setup TURN ORDER

Roll off to determine the turn
order for setting up. The high
scorer is the first player, and the
low scorer is the second player.

TERRAIN

Use the standard terrain setup
rules, but do not place any terrain
within 8” of the centre of the
battlefield.

KILL TEAM DEPLOYMENT

Each player rolls a D6 to see
how many of their fighters are
present: 1-3 = up to 3 fighters,
4-5 = up to 4 fighters, and 6 = up
to 5 fighters. These models are
randomly selected from the team
— you cannot choose the fighters
involved.

Starting with the first player, the
two kill teams are set up 16” apart
at ground level and in a position
where they are in full view of
each other. Each team must set
up in a small group with no model
more than 1” away from any
other model. Special deployment
abilities such as Infiltration
cannot be used.

THE BUILD-UP

After both sides have moved each
player must make a Nerve roll.
Each player rolls a D6 and writes
down the score. At the end of the
next move each player makes
another Nerve roll, and adds it to
their previous turn’s score. Both
players keep on rolling a dice at
the end of each move and adding
it to their score until one player’s
total score goes over 15.

The build-up to a shoot-out is
a tense affair. To recreate the
tense atmosphere at the start of a
shootout a special series of turns
called the build-up is used.

Important: A roll of ‘6’ counts as
‘0’ when making a nerve roll, so
if you roll a 6 your score stays the
same as it was on the previous
turn.

Each turn of build-up has its own
sequence of play. First both sides
move, then both sides test to keep
their nerve as described below.
If both sides pass this test then
proceed to the next turn, and so
on, until one side loses its nerve,
at which point the hectic combat
begins!

Once a player’s score goes over 15
his kill team’s nerve has cracked
and they go for their guns (see
The Fast Draw below). If both
players’ scores go over 15 on the
same turn then the player who
has the highest total score is the
one that is assumed to have gone
for his guns first. If both players
have exactly the same score, then
they both go for their guns at
exactly the same moment!

During the build-up both kill
teams move at the same time
rather than one after the other.
The fighters walk slowly and
deliberately towards each other
until somebody’s nerve fails and
guns are drawn. To represent this,
fighters must move 1” per turn.
Players take it in turn to move one
model, starting with the player
that has the most. Fighters must
move towards the enemy and may
not move into cover. Once models
are within 4” of the enemy they
stop.

Credits: This mission is
adapted from the Necromunda
scenario of the same name,
most of it taken verbatim.
This version: vDag01

THE FAST DRAW

Once a fighter goes for his gun
everyone draws their weapons
and the shooting starts. For a
second or two all hell breaks
loose as guns are drawn and shots
fired. This is called the fast draw.
During the fast draw neither side
can move but both sides can make
ranged attacks, such as shoot or
lob a grenade.
In the fast draw both sides can
shoot but the order in which
individual models shoot is
determined separately. To decide
the firing order roll a D6 for
each model and add the fighter’s
Initiative characteristic to the
score. Then add +1 if the fighter
is not equipped with any basic,
special or heavy weapons and
subtract -1 if armed with a heavy
weapon. The result is the fighter’s
Fast Draw score.

Work out the Fast Draw score for
each fighter – the fighter with the
highest score shoots first. Work
out the shot exactly as you would
normally. However, any break
tests due to friendly fighters
going down or out of action are
only taken after the Fast Draw
has ended. Once the first model
has shot, the next highest scorer
shoots, then the next, and so on.
In the case of a tie all shots are
assumed to be simultaneous. This
means that it is possible for two
fighters to shoot each other at the
same time! Fighters who are hit
before they get a chance to fire
lose their shot.
Once all fighters have shot the
normal sequence of play resumes.
Each player rolls a D6, and the
player that scores the highest gets
the first turn.

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making
bottle tests at the beginning of
its turns once 25% of its fighters
are down or out of action, and
may voluntarily bottle out at the
beginning of its turn when this
threshold is reached.

ENDING THE GAME

The game ends if one side fails a
bottle roll, or volunteers to bottle
out. The other side automatically
wins the shoot-out and the
bottling kill team loses.

SPECIAL REWARDS

If you win the shoot-out and the
defeated team drew first, the
defeated kill team must surrender
one random adjacent sector to
you. If the losing team has no such
sector to relinquish to you, you
acquire a new sector.
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MISSION: SURPRISE ATTACK
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2
In this scenario, one kill team
has spread out to scavenge for
supplies among the wreckage of
the Promethium Sprawl. Another
kill team on patrol has spotted
them and moves in for the attack.

TWISTS

Each player rolls for a Twist.

DEFENDERS DEPLOYMENT

The players roll off. The high
scorer chooses whether their
kill team will be defending
(scavenging for supplies) or
attacking. The other player takes
the remaining role.

The defender chooses one fighter
to deploy and rolls D6. On a
result of 1-3, the fighter must be
placed in reserve. On a 4-6, the
fighter may be placed anywhere
on the battlefield. Repeat this
for each additional fighter the
defender wishes to deploy;
all remaining fighters go into
reserve. Defending fighters must
be deployed at least 8” from all
others.

PLACING TERRAIN

ATTACKERS DEPLOYMENT

KILL TEAM ROLES

The battlefield must be 4 by 4
feet, with some terrain already
prepared and in place. These can
be set up by a referee or by player
consensus. A great variety of
additional scatter terrain pieces
and structures large and small
should be set off to the side ready
for placement.
Starting with the first player,
the players take turns choosing
2 pieces of terrain and placing
them on the battlefield, within the
following limitations:
• Each terrain piece must be
placed at ground level further
than 2” from any edge, and
further than 4” from any other
terrain. Connectors such as
catwalks and ladders are obvious
exceptions, as well as small
features such as crates and barrels
as long as these do not completely
block pathways.

The attacker chooses any table
edge, then deploys any number
of their fighters within 8” of that
edge and within 12” of every
other attacking fighter.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

The attacker may make any
special deployment movements
such as Infiltration.

ORDERS OF BATTLE

Each player now draws 1 random
Order of Battle card from their
deck. There are 5 cards for the
attacker and 5 cards for the
defender. Each player’s victory
condition is found on their card,
and should not be revealed to the
other player until it is achieved or
failed, or when instructed to by
the card.

STARTING THE BATTLE

Now the action begins with the
attacking team taking the first
turn.

REINFORCEMENTS

At the start of the defending
player’s second and subsequent
turns, they may attempt to
activate reinforcements. Roll a D6,
and on a roll of 4-6 the defender
may deploy up to D2 of their
reserve fighters. The fighters in
each group of reinforcementsmust
be placed within 4” of each other
on a random table edge.

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making
bottle tests at the beginning of
its turns once 25% of its fighters
are down or out of action, and
may voluntarily bottle out at the
beginning of its turn when this
threshold is reached.

ENDING THE MISSION

The mission ends when either
team bottles out, or as indicated
by the player’s Order of Battle
card.
Credits: This mission was
inspired by a Mordheim
scenario of the same name,
and contains elements of
the Events Card Deck for
Necromunda developed by
Robert J. Reiner and originally
published as Designer’s Cuts
by Andy Chambers, Jervis
Johnson & David Moretti.
This version: vDag01
by DagobahDave

surprise attack: attacker

Kill Their Leader: Your objective is to put the
enemy team leader out of action. You win as soon
as you achieve this, or when the enemy kill team
bottles out.

surprise attack: attacker

Escort Your Leader: Your objective is to move
your Team Leader off the table edge opposite the
one your team deployed on. You win as soon as
your team leader is safely across that table edge,
or when the enemy kill team bottles out.

surprise attack: attacker

No Quarter: Your objective is to hurt the enemy
kill team as much as possible. Any member of
your team who downs or takes out an enemy
fighter in hand-to-hand combat receives a 25 xp
bonus at the end of the mission. You win when
the enemy team bottles out.

surprise attack: attacker

Not Again: Reveal this card at the start of your
first turn. The enemy kill team has fallen for
this trap before and is dismayed to see it closing
around them again. Enemy fighters suffer a -1
penalty on Leadership tests until the end of the
mission. You win when the enemy team bottles.

surprise attack: attacker

Training Day: Your objective is to get all of your
New Recruits to down or take out at least one
enemy fighter each. You win when you achieve
this, or when the enemy team bottles out. If you
have no New Recruits, all of the above applies to
your Troopers instead.

surprise attack: DEFENDer

Kill Their Leader: Your objective is to put the
enemy team leader out of action. You win as soon
as you achieve this, or when the enemy kill team
bottles out.

surprise attack: DEFENDer

Escort Your Leader: Your objective is to move
your leader off the same table edge the enemy
team deployed on. You win as soon as your team
leader is safely across that table edge or if the
enemy kill team bottles out.

surprise attack: DEFENDer

They Took The Bait: Do not activate any
reinforcements at the start of your second turn.
Reveal this card at the start of your third turn. All
your reserve fighters are now activated and may
be deployed in any configuration along any table
edge. You win if the enemy kill team bottles.

surprise attack: DEFENDer

Hey, It’s Him!: Reveal this card after the
attacking team deploys. The attacking player
must choose one of their fighters (other than a
Special Operative) to be the object of your kill
team’s wrath. You win when that fighter is taken
out of action, or if the enemy team bottles out.

surprise attack: DEFENDer

Rare Discovery: You win when the enemy team
bottles out. Reveal this card after the mission.
The winner may roll once for a Rare Item during
the Claim Rewards step.
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KROOT MERCENARIES
KROOT EQUIPMENT
HAND-TO-HAND

Knife (5pt)
Sword (15pt)
Whip (5pt) 			
Treat as Squig-hide whip

PISTOLS

Kroot pistol (5pt) 		
Treat as Grot blasta
Tau-enhanced Kroot pistol (15pt)
Treat as laspistol

BASIC WEAPONS

Kroot rifle (25pt)
Kroot hunting rifle (40pt)
Pulse carbine (30pt)
Shaper only
Tau-enhanced Kroot rifle (35pt)

SPECIAL WEAPONS

Kroot gun (25pt)
Treat as shoota
Tau-enhanced Kroot gun (100pt)
Treat as storm bolter

GRENADES

Frag grenades (25pt)
Krak grenades (40pt)
Melta bombs (30pt)
Shaper only

MISCELLANEOUS

Camo gear (5pt)
Clip harness (10pt)
Kindred charm (10pt)
Kroot mercenary armour (10pt)
6+ armour save in HTH only
Telescopic sight (20pt)
Weapon reload (half the cost of
the weapon)

KROOT Shaper (145 points)

A Kroot mercenary company must be led by a Shaper, one thought to
have the special senses necessary to determine what is safe for their
kindred to eat and assimilate.
Role
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Team Leader
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Skills: Combat, Ferocity, Guerilla, Agility, Shooting, Stealth.
Mandatory Wargear: Knife, Kroot mercenary armour (armour save 6+
in hand-to-hand combat only).
Optional Wargear: Kroot Hand-to-Hand, Pistols, Basic Weapons,
Grenades, Miscellaneous.

KROOT MERCENARY (75 points)
Role
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Trooper
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Skills: Combat, Shooting, Stealth.
Mandatory Wargear: Knife.
Optional Wargear: Kroot Hand-to-Hand, Pistols, Basic Weapons,
Grenades, Miscellaneous.

KRoot greenquill (50 points)
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Mandatory Wargear: Knife.
Optional Wargear: Kroot Basic Weapons, Grenades, Miscellaneous.

krootox & rider (185 points)
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Skills: Combat, Ferocity, Muscle, Shooting.
Mandatory Wargear: Knife.
Optional Wargear: Kroot Pistols, Special Weapons, Grenades,
Miscellaneous.
Special: The Krootox & Rider is treated as a single model.

BASICS

Number of Models: 3-16
Maximum Specialists: 1

background

Descended from an avian
creature, and capable of
assimilating the genetic
information within the flesh they
eat, the Kroot are a seemingly
savage and powerful race with
deeply ingrained spiritual
practices. They believe that
consuming flesh is a way to absorb
its strengths and weaknesses
and this is literally true for their
unique digestive systems, making
the Kroot somewhat picky eaters
— sentient races are preferred.
The Kroot have a long relationship
with the Tau, often serving in
their armies and benefiting from
their technological advances.
However, Kroot mercenaries
hire themselves out almost
indiscriminately, and have even
been known to work for the
Imperium.

special rules

Feed: The carnivorous (actually
cannibalistic) ways of the Kroot
may have dire consequences
for any of their foes left on the
battlefield. When an enemy
fighter is taken captive by this
team, it is ritually consumed and
cannot be rescued — and one
random Kroot Mercenary that
survived the mission gains a free
Fighter Advance (or a Mission
Completed mark if a New Recruit).

SPECIAL OPERATIVES
CADRE FIREBLADE

This special operative follows the same rules as found in the Tau
Pathfinders kill team list, except that Direct Fire works on Kroot
Mercenaries.

STEALTH TEAM SHAS’UI

This special operative follows the same rules as found in the Tau
Pathfinders kill team list.

d3+1 kroothounds
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Wargear: None.
Special: A random number of Kroothounds are used when this special
operative is selected. Roll D3+1 for the size of your Kroothound
pack. These beasts are subject to Frenzy. They cannot gain skills
or advances, and cannot use or carry wargear. They cannot
carry Loot counters, operate machinery or do anything else that
requires manual dexterity. Kroothounds have no shooting attack,
and ignore BS penalties from Flesh Wounds. Kroothounds count
as New Recruits for the purposes of assisting fellow troopers from
pinning (that is, they do not help) and their Leadership cannot be
used for bottle tests (counting as an automatic failure), but they
automatically pass break tests.

kroot MASTER shaper
Special Operative
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Wargear: Kindred charm, knife, Kroot mercenary armour (armour
save 6+), pulse rifle, sword. Optionally, the Master Shaper may
exchange its sword for both frag and krak grenades. Optionally,
the Master Shaper may exchange its pulse carbine for a Tauenhanced Kroot rifle.
Special: Instead of shooting during the shooting phase, the Kroot
Master Shaper may inspire mercenaries who are pinned.
D3 friendly Kroot fighters within 8” recover from pinning
immediately! Also, as long as the Master Shaper is not down or out
of action, the kill team’s kindred charms are effective on a roll of
4+ instead of 6.

NEW EQUIPMENT RULES
KROOT RIFLE

This was once the standard
weapon of Kroot mercenaries, a
slughtorwer. It is both a shooting
weapon and a hand-to-hand
combat weapon.
Range

To Hit

Str.

Dam.

Sv

Ammo

10/20

0/-1

4

1

0

8+

Range

Strength

Damage

Close Combat

As User+1

1

Parry: In hand-to-hand combat,
the Kroot rifle grants a parry.

TAU-ENHANCED KROOT RIFLE

A significantly improved version
of the Kroot’s basic sidearm. As
a shooting weapon, it follows
the same rules as a lasgun. It has
the same hand-to-hand weapon
profile as a standard Kroot rifle.

KROOT HUNTING RIFLE

A slower and more precise
weapon than the standard Kroot
rifle, but lacking blades. It is not
suitable for use as a hand-to-hand
combat weapon.
Modeling Advice: A simple way to
convert your models’ Kroot rifles into
hunting rifles is just to clip the blades
off the barrel and the stock.
Range

To Hit

Str.

Dam.

Sv

Ammo

18/36

-1/+1

4

1
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8+

Silent: This weapon emits no
noise, so when fired it does
not test to sound the alarm
during missions.

KINDRED CHARM

The Kroot wear pendants and
talismans imbued with the spirits
of fallen warriors, and a fighter
may expend the energy trapped
within such a charm to give them
luck on the hunt. Each kindred
charm is one use only, and a
fighter cannot be equipped with
more than one charm at a time. A
charm can be used in any of the
following ways:
• Re-roll a 1 on an Attack dice (a
fumble) in hand-to-hand combat.
• Re-roll a 1 when making a
shooting attack.
• Re-roll a failed Ammo Roll.
• Re-roll a failed Leadership test.
However, the spirits locked within
a kindred charm are fickle. When
attempting to use a kindred
charm, you must first roll a D6.
On a roll of 6, the charm works
and the re-roll is then allowed. On
a result of 1-5 the charm has no
effect. No matter the result, the
charm’s power is expended.

kroot mercenary armour

The typical ‘suit’ of Kroot
mercenary armour consists of
little more than a steel shoulder
pad or ocassionally a simple
breastplate. This armour provides
a 6+ armour save in hand-to-hand
combat only, offering no defense
at all against shooting attacks or
template weapons.

KROOT NAMES

Examples of Kroot names include
Gorok, Griahgri, Harbyx, Orek,
Ortrazk, Pechallai, Anghkor Prok.
To inspire you in creating Kroot
fighter names, roll D66 twice
on the table below, combining
a random prefix with a random
suffix, switching them round, etc.
D66
11

Prefix

Suffix

Alth(a/iz)- -razid/azor

12-13

Uz(ka/la)-

-hgor/hkor

14

T(h)ar(b)-

-(th)erill(a)

15

Gar(a/i/o)- -zzar/zzan

16-21 Jel(uz/uk)-

-juru/zuru

22

Pec(h/k)-

-pekor(i/o)

23

Krull(a/i)-

-rok/rak(a)

24

Ok(thaz)-

-zid/zidaz

25-26

Rell(a/i)-

-ak/ek/ezk

31

Jid(ab/ib)-

-adz/radz

32

Gri(k/hg)-

-prot/pret

33-34 Zir(u)(a/i)-

-sazan(kh)

35-36

Erk(i)(hg)-

-allo/allai

41

Kiz(i)/Kaz-

-dzril/dzri

42

Av(a/ith)-

-abyx/izyk

43

An(gh/th)-

-tal(lil/lik)

44

Thiz(a/ir)-

-kazel/azl

45

Shaz/Shez-

-azk/ez(k)

46

Plaz/Plal-

-zask/jazk

51

Or(t/th)-

-jaz/jez(oo)

52

Siv(id/in)-

-rill/ralli(l)

53-54

Pren(i/iz)-

-okk/ahlk

55

Driz(id/il)-

-rull/kulli

56-61 Gor(h)(oo)-

-julz(il)(a)

62

Zso/Zys-

-krel/akrul

63

Bor(r)/Bir-

-agri/a(za)

64-65

Pr(ill)(oo)-

-uzar/uzad

Credits:
Thanks to Raphaël Crépinge for kicking this off and for inspiring the ‘Feed’ rules.
Thanks to Derek Hill for additional advice.
This version: vDag03.1 by DagobahDave

66

Tag(hi)(z)- -zol/zil/zal

